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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled ''Operator and Indicator Methods in Order 
Statistics' is a brief collection of the work done so far on the subject. I have 
tried my best to include sufficient and relevant materials in the systematic 
way, which are contained in five chapters. 
Chapter 1, is of introductory nature in which some concepts, which may be 
helpfiil to grasp the ideas contained in the remaining chapters are discussed. 
In chapter 2, various recurrence relations for the single moments of order 
statistics are considered. Recurrence relations for single moments of order 
statistics for some general form of distributions are also discussed. 
In chapter 3, recurrence relations for the product moments of order statistics 
are considered. Here also the recurrence relations for the product moments 
of order statistics for some general form of distributions are discussed. 
In chapter 4, recurrence relations and identities of order statistics from 
independent and non- identically distributed random variables are discussed. 
Finally in the last chapter, we have discussed operator and indicator methods 
used for the derivation of various recurrence relations and identities. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of references referred into this dissertation is 
given. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
l.Order Statistics: 
When the independent and identically distributed (iid) random 
variablesZi,X2 •••Jf„, from a distribution having cumulative distribution 
function F(,x:) and probability density function/(jc), are arranged in order of 
magnitude and written as 
^\:n - ^ 2 : « - " " - ^ n : « 
then we call X^.^ the rth order statistics (r = 1,2,•••,«).Note that X^.^'s 
are necessarily dependent because of order relations among them. 
1.1 Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf) of a Single Order Statistics: 
Let F^.„(x), r = 1,2,- • •« denote the cdf of rth order statistics X^.„, then 
F,,„{x) = P{X,,„<x) 
- P{at least r of the Xj' s are less than or equual to x) 
-JijF{x)-i[\-F{x)f~^ (1.1) 
/=r v 'y 
by using binomial probability model. 
An alternative form of (1.1) is 
F,.„W = F'-(x) j ; r ^ ^ . ']u-F(x)]J. (1.2) 
where the right hand side is the sum of the probabilities of exactly r of 
X\,X2,---,X^j^j, including ^^+7' ^^ ^ ^^ ss than or equal to x. 
Also from the well-known relation between binomial sums and the 
incomplete beta function, we have 
F,.^{x) = lF^^^{r,n-r + \y (1.3) 
where 
B{a,b)^ r{a)r(b) 
is the incomplete beta funcrion.ThusF^.„(x) can also be evaluated from 
tables of/^ (a, Z?). 
Taking r -1 and n in (1.1), we have respectively 
^ l : « W - l - [ l - ^ W f 
and 
These results are valid for both discrete and continuous distributions. 
1.2 Probability Density Function (pdf) of a Single Order Statistics: 
If Xj's are iid continuous random variables, then the pdf of rth order 
statistics is given as 
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/.:« W = ^ r-^ 7:[F{x)r^ [1 - F(x)]"-'- fix) (1.4) 
B{r,n-r + \) ^ ^ 
Thus 
f\:n{^)-n[\-F{x)f-^f{x) 
and 
fn:n{x)-n[F{x)f-^f{x) 
1.3 Joint Probability Density Function of Two Order Statistics: 
The joint pdf fr,s:ni^^y\^<y of two order statistics X^.„ and X^.„ 
where r<s is given by 
jr,s\n\^iy) 
n\ 
{r~\)\{s-~r~\)\{n-s)\ 
X {F{AX~\F{y) - F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)r'f{x)f{y) (1.5) 
Thus the joint pc^of l^rand nth order statistics is 
f\,n:ni^,y) = T^X^y)' F{x)f-^f{x)f{y). (1.6) 
{n-2)\ 
1.4 Joint Cumulative Distribution Function of Two Order Statistics: 
The joint cG(/"F;.^ .^„(x,_y)x<jK of two order statistics X^.„ and Jf^.„ may 
be obtained by integrating the ]o'mi pdf fj. s:ni^^y) ^^ 'well as by a direct 
argument valid also in discrete case. For x<y, we have 
F^ y^{x,y) = P{atleastrXj's <x,atleastsXj's< y) 
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n J 
= ^ ^P(exactlyiXi's<x,exactlyjX;'s<y) 
= t i^ T-^r! ~mx)nF{y)-F{x)y-'[l-F(y)r~J 
By using the identity given by Arnold et al (1992), we have 
i Y.^^7T~^, 4n^)i[F{y) - F{x)]J-\\ - F{y)f-J 
F{x) F{y) , 
1^ J {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
Q<F{x)<F{y)<\ 
Thus 
^r,s:n\'^->y)~ n\ {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
Fix) Fiy) 
X j j u'-\v-uy-'-\l-vf-'dvdu (1.7) 
0 M 
= Ifl^xyf(^y^{r,s-r,n~s + \), -co<x,y<co (1.8) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that for x>y, the inequality Xy„<y implies X;,.„ <x, so 
that 
F,^,,^{x,y) = F^{y) 
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1.5 Joint Probability Density Function of More Than Two Order 
Statistics: 
The joint pdf of k order statistics X^ X,.•••,X^. where 
1 <rj <^2 <• • • <Tyt <« and \<k<n, is, for X] <X2 <• • • <x^,givenby 
^[n^)V~^ f{xx)[F{x2)-F{x^)r^-'^-^ f{x2)-
X [F{xk) - F(x^_i )f^ -^^-1 -^ f{x^ )[1 - F{xk )T-'^ (1.9) 
In particular, the joint/?£^of all the n order statistics is obtained on talcing 
k^n in (1.9). 
Hencethejoint/7(^of X].„,Jf2;„,•••,X„.„ is given by 
/l,2,--,«:n(^l'^2'---'^«) = «'/(^l)/(^2)--*/(^«) (1-10) 
1,6. Conditional Distribution of Order Statistics: 
Result: The conditional/7<^ofJf^.„ given Jf^.„ =x,{r<s) is 
{n-r)! in;;)-F{x)Y-'-\\-F{y)f-'f{y) ^^ 
{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ {1-F(x)f- ' ' 
which is just the unconditional pdf of the {s~r)th order statistics in a 
sample of size {n-r) drawn from ,};>x, that is from the parent 
l -F (x ) 
distribution truncated on the left at x. Also, the conditional distribution of 
X^.yj given.Y^.„-j^,(r<5) is 
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(5-1)! {F(y)-Fjx)}'-'-^{F(x)f-^fjx) ^^ 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ {F{y)Y-^ 
which is unconditional pdf of the r th order statistics in a sample of size 
{s -1) truncated on the right at y. 
2. Indicator Function: 
Let D be the sample space and AaQ, then a function defined as 
[l when A occurs 
[0 when A does not occur 
is called the indicator function of the set A . 
3. Operators: 
3.1. Difference Operator: 
Let us define a fiinction y = fx where x is an independent variable and 
y = fx is a dependent variable. Suppose we are given equidistant values 
(finite in number) a,a + h,a + 2h,--- of the variable x at an interval of '/z'. 
Then the corresponding values of the interval y = fx are /^ , /^^/^, /^+2/2' • • • 
The values of the independent variables x are known as argument and the 
corresponding values of the dependent variable y are called entries. 
3.2. Forward Difference: 
Forward difference operator A is defined as 
^fx^fx+h-fa'^^ = ^^^ + h,a + 2h,... 
Interval h is known as the interval of difference. Thus 
^Jx - Ja+h ~ Ja^ 
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^fa+h~fa+h+h fa^h^ 
SO on. 
A /_ '^5 are known as first order differences. 
~^fx+h "A /x ' x = a,a + h,a + 2h,... 
Similarly all the higher order differences are obtained. 
The backward differences denoted by V, is defined as 
^/x+A = fx+h -fx=^fx''X = a,a + h,a + 2h,... 
Thus the backward differences of /^^/^ is same as the forward difference 
Of/x-
3.3. The Shift Operator: 
The shift operator £ is defined as 
^ Jx~ Jx+h 
i.e., it results in increasing the argument by the interval of difference. 
£ V X = ^ ( ^ / X ) - ^ ( / X + A ) = /X+2/. 
In general 
^ Jx~ Jx+rh 
3.4. Various Relations among A,V,£, and Differential Operator D: 
{i)\ + A = E^A = E-\ 
( i i ) l-V = £"^r^£ = (l-A)"' 
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(iii)£ = l + A = e^^ 
3.5. Properties of E and D: 
(i) The operators E and D are commutative in operation w.r.t 
constant i.e. 
A(C7-,) = CA/, and£(C/J = C£/, 
(ii) The operators A and E are distributive w.r.t addition, i.e, 
^ifx+gx) = ^fx+^gx and 
E{fx + Sx) = Efx+Eg^ 
(iii) The operators A and E are linear, i.e, if a and b are constants, 
then 
Kafx +bg^) = aAf^ + bAfy and 
E{af^ +bg^) = aEf^ + bEfy 
(iv) The operators A and E obey the law of indices, i.e., 
A-AVx=A-^V.and 
Remarks: (i) The operators A and E are not commutative w.r.t a 
variable i.e, 
A(/x^x)^/xA^x'and 
Eifxgx)^fxEgx 
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(ii)A fx _Sx^fx-fx^g> 
Sy SxSx+h 
(iii) A(constt.)-0 
(iv)AV.-(£-ir/x 
n fn\ S 
r=0V/ 
£'•(-1) n-r JX 
= 1 
r=OL 
(-1) n-r r^\ \n Jx+rh 
3.6. Fundamental Theorem of Finite Differences: 
If fx is a polynomial of nth degree in x, then 
[0 z/r > « A7X=' 
In other words, the nth order difference of a polynomial of nth degree is 
constant and higher differences are zero. 
4. Truncated Distribution: 
4.1. Doubly Truncated Distribution: 
Let Jf be a random variable with pdf /j (x) and cdf F^ {x). If for given P} 
andg] 
a 
|/l(;c)i^ = g and \f{x)dx-^P. (4.1) 
-00 -00 
Then the doubly truncated/J^^ is given by 
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/ W = y ^ ; ^HQiA) (4.2) 
and the corresponding df by 
^ 'W = ^ ^ . - ; xE(ei,Pi) (4.3) 
Remark. For non- truncated case we put P = 1 and Q-Q. 
4.2. Left Truncated Distribution: 
If the values below a certain limit, x, are not observed, the distribution is 
said to be truncated on left. 
Putting Q^F\ {x) and .P = 1, in equation (4.2) the left truncated distribution 
hdiS pdf, 
/ (0 = 7 ^ ^ ; x<t<^ (4.4) 
4.3. Right Truncated Distribution: 
If the values larger than an upper limit, j , are not observed, the distribution 
is said to be truncated on right. 
Putting P = F|(};) and g = 0, in equation (4.2) the right truncated 
distribution hsiS pdf 
/ ( ^ ) = - ^ l ' -^<^<y (4-5) 
5. Some Distributions: 
(a) WeibuU Distribution: 
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fx{x) = pa 
a J exp V OC J 
; 0<x<a, a,v>0 (5.1) 
F] (x) ~ 1 - exp 
-a 
^x-ji} 
\ a ) , Q<x<a, a,v>Q (5.2) 
Thepdfof standard Wiebull distribution (a = l,jU = 0)is given by 
^1 (^) = px^ ^ ^ ; x>0,p>0 and the corresponding df is given by 
Moments of standard Weibull distribution are given by 
£(z^')=«"/^r' u-^' 
V PJ 
If we put p = \ and // = 0 in (5.1), it gives the pdf of exponential 
distribution. 
(b) Power Function Distribution: 
f\{x)-va ^x^ , 0<x<a, fl,v>0 
Fx{x)-a ^x^, 0<x<<2, a,v>0 
£ ( X " ) -
- V n 
va a 
n + v 
(c) Pareto Distribution: 
fl{x)-va X , x>0,a,v>{) 
F\{x)^a^{\-x~^), x>0, a,v>0 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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E{X") = va^ 
v-n 
(d) Cauchy Distribution: 
/ l W = T ' -'^<x<^ (5.7) 
7r{\ + x^) 
F](x) = - + —tan" X, -co<x<oo (5.8) 
2 TT 
For Cauchy distribution tlie moments of of order <1 exists, but the moments 
of order > 1 do not exist. 
(e) Gamma Distribution: 
f^(x) = ^ ~ " V " ' , 0<x<oo, a,p>0 (5.9) 
r(p) 
r/P "^  
Fi(jc)- \e~'^''xP~^dx, 0<x<oo (5.10) 
np)l 
The (^of gamma distribution is called incomplete gamma function. 
.„, r(/7 + «) 
a'^H/?) 
(f) Beta Distribution: 
/j(x) = —^—x' '~^(l-x)*~\ a,&>0,0<x<l where (5.11) 
B{a,b) 
Y{a)T{b) 
B{a,b) = 
r(a + 6) 
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1 
F](x)= f t''~\\-tf~Ut, Q<x<\,a,b>Q (5.12) QB{a,b) 
^(X") = r(Q + ^)r(a + Z)) 
T{a + b + n)r(a) 
(g) Exponential Distribution: 
/,(x) = -^e-^/^, x>0 (5.13) 
7 ]^(x) = l - e" ' ' / ^ , x>0 (5.14) 
(h) Burr Distribution; 
flix)^mp0xP~\\ + 0xP)~^'^'^^\ -oo<x<oo (5.15) 
F|(x) = l - ( l -6 'x^) ( l + ^ x^)""^'^+^\ -oo<x<oo (5.16) 
(i) Logistic Distribution: 
f](x) = 7, -oo<x<oo (5.17) 
(1 + .^)^^+' 
F|(x) = l - ( l + e'')"'^, -oo<x<oo (5.18) 
(j) Log-iogistic Distribution: 
/l(x) = - ^ -y, -^<x«x^ (5.19) 
(l + 6'x^)2 
Fi(x) = l ~~ (5.20) 
1 + ^x^ 
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Chapter 2 
Recurrence Relations for the Single Moments of Order Statistics 
1. Introduction: 
Let Xj ,^2 5X3 ,...X„ be a random sample from a continuous 
population with distribution function F(x)and pdf f(x). Let X^.^ be 
the r th order statistics with pdf 
^'••"^'^ = ^ - ^ ^[f (^M'll - Fix)]"-'-fix) 
{r-l)\{n-r)\ 
then kth moment of Jf^.„ is defined as 
Mr:n ~ ^\^r:n) 
Sen (1959) has shown that \iE\x\ exists for some ^>0 , then //}; J 
exists for all r satisfying r^ <r<n-rQ+\ , where FQS = k . 
2.Recurrence Relations for Moments: 
Khan et al. (1983a) have obtained the recurrence relations for the single 
order statistics. 
In case of truncation from both the sides 
A 
^^'l - 7 - ^ ! 7 - ^ j / { ^ ( x ) r - l { l - F ( x ) } - V W ^ (2.1) 
Let g{x) be a Borel measurable function of x, then 
Pi 
E{g{X,.„)= jg{x)f,.,,{x)dx, Qi <x<Pi 
Theorem 2.1 (Khan & Ali, l997)For l< r <n;n = 1,2,•• 
(2.2) 
n-1 
\g\x){F{x)Y-^ {1 - F{x)Y-'^^ dx (2.3) 
a 
Theorem 2.2 (Khan & Ah, 1997) Vor \<r<n;n = l,2,---
E{giX,,^)}-E{g(X,_^,^)} 
^ jg'ix){F{x)Y-^ {1 - F{x)f-'^^ dx (2.4) 
r - l Qi 
Theorem 2.3 (Khan& Ah, 1997)For l < r < « ; « = l,2,••• 
^{g(X,_l;„_l)} - ^{g(X,-l:„)} 
n-l 
r-2 
\g'ix){F{x)V-\\-F{x)f-'-'^dx (2.5) 
Qi 
It is important to note that ah the above Theorems lead to establish the 
well-]<:nown relation (David, 1981), 
{n - r)E{g{X,:,)] + rE[g{X,^y_,)\= nE{g{X,,,_^)] (2.6) 
The usual technique used was to express {1-F(x)}as a function of 
xand f{x}. 
As convention, we write for « > 1 
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^n:n-\ = 1^ 
(2.7) 
3. Examples: 
Khan et al. (1983a) have obtained the recurrence relations for the single 
moments of some well-known distributions. 
3.1. Doubly Truncated Weibull and Exponential Distributions: 
{Y^metal, 1983a) 
/(x) = ^ ^ - ^ — — , - l o g ( l - 0 < x ^ < - l o g ( l - n p > O (3.1) 
Here Q( = - log(l - Q), Pf = - log(l - P). Let Q2-{1- Q)l(l - P) and 
P2 = (1 - P)KP ~ Q), then 
{l-F(x)}^-P2 + 
P-Q 
1 1 - , 
= -P2 + -x l -^ / (x ) 
P 
Putting the value of {l - F(x)}, into (2.7), we get 
(3.2) 
^1 
-P2+^x^-Pf{x) 
P 
dx 
P 
=-^ 2te_i -ef I+-- i/-ni-F(x)rVw^ 
""^  Qi 
Thus in view of (2.7) 
n-.n -^2.[l,^^2ef-;^/'r/'-ef 
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- ^2/^ 1 :«-l ~f^\: n +^1 (^  + ^2) 
= -/'241,-^;'f*7'.efe2 
since ] + ^2 = ^2 (3.3) 
In view of (2.7), it can be shown that 
^}--M''-Q2Q\-y^..7' (3.4) 
For the rth order statistics, the relationship is given by (from Theorems 
2.2 and 2.3) 
U-r 
r-\ 
k \x'-'{Fix)Y-'{\-F(x)r^ -P2 +^x'-Pfix)\dx 
Qi 
= -Po 
n-\ (n-f 
n-r 
+ 
r-\ 
\k\x''-^{F{x)Y-^{\-F{x)Y-Ux 
Q\ 
np {r-\)\{n-r)\ \x^-P{F{x)Y-'{\-F{x)Y-'mdx Q\ 
Thus in view of (2.1) and (2.3), we get 
Jk) (k) __p^!^L{k) (k) Vk a-p) 
Using the recurrence relation 
(3.5) 
we get 
P >M^ 4- ^ n^^-P^ 
r .n ^p 
(3.6) 
For r = w,from (2.3) we get 
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,Xk) _^ (k) puk.k (k-p) 
n i.rt I ^p (3.7) 
The method presented above is the generahzation of the results of 
Balaki-ishnan & Joshi (198la).The exact and explicit expressions for the 
non-truncated WeibuU distribution are given by Leiblein (1955).The 
results given by Joshi (1979a) for doubly truncated exponential 
distribution are obtained by setting p=l.Also,the results of Joshi (1978) 
for non-truncated and right truncated exponential distributions are 
obtained respectively for p=l by setting P^1,Q^0 and Q=0 in (3.3), 
(3.4), (3.6) and (3.7). For related results reference may also be made to 
Salehe^fl/. (1975). 
3.2 Doubly Truncated Power Function Distributions: (Khan et ai, 
1983 a) 
/(x) = 
—V V—1 
va X 
P-Q 
aQ^^" <X<aP^^\ a,v>0 (3.8) 
Here, Qi^aQ^/\Pi =aP^I\ 
Let P2 =PliP-Q)andQ2=QKP-Q).T]iQn 
l\-Fix)} = P2--f{x). (3.9) 
Thus, from (2.7) and (3.9), 
,.(k) (.k _p (k) r,K k_ ik) 
That is. 
n-.n \P2Ml'lrQ2Ql nv nv + k 
(3.10) 
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In view of (2.7), 
(k) 
^1:1 = P2P^^-Q2Qn " 
v + k 
(3.11) 
For the rth order statistics, 
Xk) ,(k) in-])P2 ,W ,.W 
Mr;n ^r-\:n-\ {n-r) rr:n-\ ^r-\:n-l. 
Using the relation (3.5), one gets 
nv 
,,(k) _ p (k) ^ (k) nv 
nv + k 
(3.12) 
Also, for r = «, we get 
nv + k 
(3.13) 
These relations were also obtained established by Balakrishnan & Joshi 
(1981b). For non-truncated case we put P=I and Q=0. 
3.3. Doubly Truncated Pareto Distributions: (Khan etal, 1983a) 
fix) va'x-'-^ 
P-Q 
a(\-QY^I" <x<a[\-P)-^^", fl,V> 0 (3.14) 
Here, Q^ = a{\ - Q)'^/" , P^ = a{\ - Py^l". Let 
P2 = (P - 1)/(P - Q) and Q2={Q-!)/(/' - Q) • Then 
{l-F(x)} = - / (x ) + P2 
Thus, 
P, 
- 1 X 
- / (x ) + P2 k^ x 
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nv '•" 
h'S-.-efl 
or 
{nv-k)ju[.2 = P2^{:ll-Q2Qi nv, nv^ k (3.15) 
In particular, 
(3.16) 
For the rth order statistics, 2 < r < « - 1 , 
,W _ „W A „w 
nv 
fn-l\ 
[n-ry r:n-\ ^r-\:n-2 
Using the recurrence relation given in (3.5), we get 
,W Xk) (k) 
and for r = «, it can be seen that 
{nv-k)/2 = h^i^ -Q2Qf]^v, nv ^ k, 
In case nv = k, from (3.15), (3.17) and (3.18) we get, respectively, 
,j(k) _Q2nk ^1 
^2 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
M ik) ^02^ (k) r\n-\ rt ^ 
2 
p ' > - ! : « - ] ' 2 < r < « - l , 
-^ 2 
However, this result 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
may not be used to evaluate ^\k) a) 
when nv = kFnr iM) ,v , 
*For^ ,^ , , , t can be eas,ly seen by direct integration,ha, 
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^U = p.Q v = k. (3.22) 
These results were obtained by Balakrishnan & Joshi (1982). For non-
truncated case {P = \,Q = 0) one, may refer to Malik (1966). 
3.4 Doubly Truncated Cauchy Distributions: (Khan et al, 1983a) 
/(x) 1 ( P - 0 ; r i + ^2 ^ , <x<P, , (3.23) 
where Qi and P\ are obtained by 
Q\ 00 
j f{x)dx - Q, and \f{x)dx = 1 - P. 
- 0 0 
Therefore, 
(P -0 ; r ( l + x^)/(x) = l (3.24) 
Now in view of (3.24), 
/'S -.«,:„-,= 
^«-A 
Vr-U 
/: / ( P - 0 ; r ( l + x^)x^-l[F(X)]'- ' [ l - /^ (xr^+l / (x)^x 
(« + !)« '^  '^ •"^ ^ '^ •"^ ^ 
or 
(yt+1) _ ^(^ +1) 
^r:n-\-] 7r{P-Q){n + \-r)k 
Xk) ,(k) 
Fr:n /"r-l:«-lj ^r:n+\ (k-\) 
Replacing « +1 by n and A: +1 by A:, we get 
r-r.n 
n{n ~ 1) 
7r{P-Q){n-r){k-\) 
(k-\) _ {k~\) 
rr:n-\ ^r-\:n-2 
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Biamett (1966) has given the relation as 
Ttik-X) 
(k-\) _ ,(k-\) 
Fr:n-\ ^r-\:n-\\ ^r:n 
Xk-2) (3.25) 
This could have been obtained by establishing 
" kj/-HF(x)r-Hi-^wr-^"Vw^ 
r - l Q\ 
on the lines of Theorem 2.1 and then replacing 1 by 
{P - 0 ; r ( l + x^ ) / (x) , we have 
^(k) _ (k) 
f n \ 
kTTiP - Q) \x^~^{\ + x2)[F(x)f~^[l - F[x)f~'^^f{x)dx 
kKJP-Q) 
n + 1 rr:n+\ ^^r:n+\ 
(3.26) 
Replacing n + \byn,k + \byk,dind rearranging (3.26), we get (3.25), with 
P = lan£/g = l.Barnett (1966) has tabulated means of order statistics 
using the relation (3.25). 
3.5. Symmetric Truncated Logistic Distributions: (Khan et ah, 1983a) 
f r^ \ 
/ ( X ) = ( P - 0 ( 1 + ^-^)2 
log Q 
K^-Qj 
< X < log 
f P \ 
U-P. 
(3.27) 
Here Qx = log[g/(l - Q)]and P^ = log[P/(l - P)\ We have 
F{x) (l + e -^) -^-g 
P-Q 
\-F{x) = P-iX + e'"")"^ 
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Thus, in case of symmetric truncation {Q = \~P),WQ have 
F{xil-F(x)] = 
- + r /W-
{P-Qf P-Q 
(3.28) 
Thus 
Mr:n f^r-\:n-\ 
r-\ 
k\x^-\F(x)Y-^[\-F(x)f 
Qx 
-"^ . ^ / ( x ) 
\(P-Qf P-Q 
dx 
_ {n-\)PQ 
{r-\){P-QY rr-\:n-2 ^r-2:n-2 + u^ \ {r-\){P-Q) 
That is, 
'•" ir-\)iP-Qy rr-\:n-2 f^r-2:n~2 
^ k {k-\) (3.29) 
If we set Poland Q-^Q'm (3.29), we get 
(3.30) 
This expression for non-truncated logistic distribution was obtained by 
Shah (1970). 
3.6. Doubly Truncated Log-logistic Distribution: (Al-Shboul & Khan, 
1989) 
pQxP-^ fi^)=— - r , a ^^^p\ 
( P - 0 ( 1 + 0x^)2 
(3.31) 
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Qx 00 
where J f{x)dx = Q,and {f{x)dx = \-P. 
- 00 
Therefore, 
""1 ( 1 - 0 1 ( i - p ) 
and 
e = 
QQf • ep/ 
p = 
1 + QQ( 1 + 0Pj^ 
(3.32) 
Thus 
Fix) (1-0 
( ^ - 0 {P-Q){\ + QxP) 
and 
1 - F(x) = (l-P) 
{P-Q)(\ + QxP) (P-Q) 
It can easily be proved that 
F{xm - F(x)] = - - ^ ^ ^ L 4 + ^^TS-TP- [1 - F(x)] + - ^ . ^ fix) (P-Qf (P-Q) PiP-Q) 
[i-^(.)]2.za:4,e^[i_^(,)j_^^^(.) 
(p-Qf (P-Q) p{p - 0 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
Al-Shboul & Khan (1989) obtained 
(k) (k) _ Q{l-Q){n-l) 
(P-02(r-l) rr-\:n-2 ^r-2:n-2 
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{\-Q-P){n-\) 
{P - Q){r -1) rr-hn-l ^r-\:n-2 
+ P{P - Q){r -1) ^r-\:n-\ (3.35) 
By rearranging the terms, they got 
r^r .n 1 + 
{\-Q-P){n-\) 
p{P-Q){r-\) {P-Q){r-\) . + ^r-\:n-\ 
P{\ - P){n -1) 
{P-Qf{r-\) ^r-\:n-2 ^ 
g(l - Q)in -1) 
{P-Q?ir-\)\ ^r-2:n-2 
2<r <n. (3.36) 
For obtaining this, Al-Shboul & Khan (1989) have used the 
convention \i%^^_2 = Py , ^[,^^2 = ^f' " ^ 2 
For n>2 
n-.n 
(2P-1) k 
(P-Q) p{P-Q){n-\) 
n i - P) 
{P-Qf H:n-2 
g(l - 0 Q (3.37) 
Also fox k < p, p>Q 
1^:1 ( p _ 0 B 1-0 1--,1 + -l P P) 
-B \-P 1--,1 + -l P P) 
(3.38) 
where B^{a,b) = ^t""'^(1 -0*"^dt, a,b>0 
0 
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At Q-0,P -I, these results reduce to the results obtained by 
AH & Khan (1987). A corresponding result for [if^^ in terms of 
(k) \x}../yi can also be obtained from Khan & Khan (1987). 
3.7. Gamma Distributions: (Khan etal., 1983a) 
/(x) = ^ - ^ , x,p>0 (3.39) 
Up) 
J 
P-'e-'xJ 
=0 J'-
= f(x)pl Z 
^1^7+1-p 
(3.40) 
7=0 J-
Thus, 
\nj 7=0 J-
\ U+k-p) 
.S=.S._, . (3 . :2 :^ . (3.42) 
These expressions were obtained by Joshi (1979b). It may be noted that 
for j + k< p,some negative moments will also be involved. Joshi (1979b) 
has tabulated the negative the negative moments of these order statistics. 
Results of related interest may also be found in Gupta (1960), Krishnaiah 
& Rizvi (1967) and Khan et al (1984). For p = \, (3.42) gives the 
recunence relation for a non-truncated exponential distribution. 
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3.8. Beta Distribution: (Khan et al, 1983a) 
/(x) = —!—x" ' \ \ -x)^~^; a,b>0 0<x<l. 
B{a, b) (3.43) 
1 - F{x) = 
a-\ 
B{a,b) 
a + b-l 
lx''-\\-x)^-^dx=Y 
j=oK J J 
xJ{l-x)''-'^-^-J 
^-Ha + b-l 
••f{x)B(a,b)^ 
y=0V J ) 
xJ-'^-^x-xf-i 
a-\a-j 
:/(x)5(fl,6)XX(-l)' 
7=0/=0 
(a + b-l fa-j^ 
V ' J 
j+i+\-a (3.44) 
Thus, 
a-\a-j 
V^ V^ / i \ / 
^^l-^fX:n-ABia,b)l^^{-iy 
" y=0/=0 
a + b-\ U-j^ 
V J ) 
(k+j+i-a) 
\ ' J 
This result is valid even for r = 1 with / / i^ = 0. 
3.10. Doubly Truncated Burr Distribution: (Khan & Khan, 1987) 
/ ( ^ ) - ^ y_Q ^ , Qx<^^Px (3.45) 
where Q and {^-P),{Q< P) are the proportions of truncation on the left 
and the right of the distribution respectively and 
^P,^=[(l-P)-^/ '^-l] 
\-P x^~P x 
1 - F{x) = - — — + ^ / ( x ) + - ^ / ( x ) 
r-Q mpU mp 
(3.46) 
Thus for 2 < r < « -1 and k^mnp, 
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1 
\^  mnpj p_Q r i.n 1 p _Q r n I mnpO 
The important deductions for k^mnp, in view of (2.7) are: 
1 
V mp J 
jk) _ ^-Q r^k ^-P nk 
^\:\ M p^+J^u(k-P) 1 ,.. ^/3^1:1 P-Q P-Q ^pO (3.48) 
1 
\^  mnp 
{k)_ ^-Q nk_ 1 - ^ „ik) 
^\:n 
ik-p) Ql - ^ ^ / ^ l . ; - l ^-±ra^V.n ^^->1(3.49) 
P-Q' P-Q mnp9' 
\ 
1 
l^  mnpj Mn\n 
p_Q^n-\:n-\ p_Q 1 ^^^Q K +—^lu^n,~P\n>\ (3.50) 
At k=--mnp, from (3.47), we have 
^W ize^W ,+ ^~Q 4'-P\2<r<n-l (3.51) 
^r:n-\ ^ p^r-\:n-\ 0(]- P) 
//|.j - E{X ) can be seen to be equal to 
m 
(\+0Q[)-^ 
{P-Q)0 m 
\ y-\\-yrdy 
i\+9P{) P^-\ 
(3.52) 
at k = mp. This can be expressed in terms of incomplete beta function or 
binomial sums. 
Remark. The results obtained here are also true for 
Lomax: p = l,^ = - , F ( x ) - l -
a 
( \ - ^ 
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Weibull-Gamma 
o 
\-m 
1 + 
Weibull-Exponential : 
x^ 
m = l,0 = -,F{x) = ^ 
S xP 
S 
> and 
Log logistic : m l,0=^a~P,F{x) = 
1+ r^\p 
\aj 
distributions. 
3.9. Doubly Truncated Generalized Exponential Distribution: (Saran 
&Pushkama, 1999) 
The/7(:^of generalized exponential distribution is given by 
g{x) = {\-axfl'''>~\ 0<jc<- , 0 < « < l 1_ 
a 
(3.53) 
and cdfh given by 
G(jc) = l-(l-ax)^/ '^ ' 0 < x < - , 0<«<1 
a 
(3.54) 
where a is the shape parameter. 
Truncated ^ (^^is given by, 
iX-axfl'^^-^ 
and cdf'is given by 
(3.55) 
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^ W = ^ ^^^JZ^ --^ Qx^x<P, (3.56) 
Here Q,J-Z^zQ)^ , , , p^J^Z^Z^ (3.3,^ 
a a 
Saran & Pushkama (1999) obtained the recurrence relation given by 
nr .n »^—^mMf\.,„., -nP2,fl,^k,<J^-'h 
n + ak 
2<r<n-\ (3.58) 
From (3.53), we have 
" ' - = ; ^ ^ " ^ 2 e f - nP^^i^l, + *//[*;"). " >- 2 (3-59) 
/ ' S = -^(na4*_'l:„-|-«^2^i*+*'"i-"")' "^2 (3.60) 
and 
;,W .:£(X^) = T^iQlQl -nPiPx + kMl\-^^) (3.61) 
\ + ak 
If the shape parameter a^O, then the pdf in (3.53) becomes exponential 
distribution. 
4. Recurrence Relation for General form of Distributions for single 
Moments of order statistics: 
Khan & Ali (1997) have used the results of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 
2.2 to obtain the relations and identities for some general form of 
distributions. 
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4.1. Fi(x) = l-[ah(x) + bf; xe{a,f3) (4.1) 
where a^O,b,c -^0 are finite constants and h(x) is continuous, 
monotonic and differentiable function of x. 
Then the truncated p(^ / (x) is given by 
f(x) = -—-[ah{x) + bf-'h'ix); xeiQ^,PO 
F-Q (4.2) 
and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
^ J7r \ D ah{x) + b 
1 - F{x) = -P2 —— /(x), 
can (x) 
Pi 
\-P (4.3) 
E{g(Xf..^)} satisfy the following relations and identities for the df F(x) 
in (4.3). 
Theorem4.1 (Khan & Ali, 1997) For 1 < r < «; « = 1,2... 
E{gi^'^r.n)} = i^ + P2)E{s(^r-l:n-l)}-P2E{gi^r.n-\)} E{m{X,..n)} 
nca 
where m{x) = [ah(x) + b]W{x), Wix) = ^ ^ (4.4) 
h'(x) 
Proof: From Theorem 2.1 and (4.3), we have 
E{g(X,,„)]-E{g(X,_i,„_l)} 
'"~^]igXxiFix)r'[i-F{x}r 
and hence the result. 
oHx)^ 
can (x) dx (4.5) 
Theorem 4.2(Khan & Ali, 1997) For l < r < « ; « = 1,2,.. 
£{g(^V:.)}=^{g(^.-l:.-l)}-^^"f^'!"'"'^^^{z(^.:.-H 
n{n + l)ca 
(4.6) 
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where Z(x) = [ah(x) + bf""" ff (x), W(x) = ^-^. 
h'{x) 
Proof: From (4.2), we have 
can (x) 
Now from Theorem 2.1 and (4.7), we have 
E[g[Xr:n)\-E\g[Xr-X:nA)] 
iP-QV 
ca 
" " JI \z{xiF{x)Y-' [1 - F(Z)]"-^1 /(x)Jx (4.8) 
r-\} i 
and hence the resuh. 
Similarly, we have 
E[g{X,,^)]=E{g{X,_^,j]-^;^^E{Z{Xr:n + \)] (4.9) 
{n + \)ca 
Recurrence relations for moments of order statistics for the Pareto, power 
function, Weibull, Burr type XII, beta of first and Cauchy distributions 
may be obtained by proper choice of a,b,c and h{x) as given by Khan 
andAbu-Salih(1989). 
4.2. Fi(x) = [ah(x) + bf , xeiaj) (4.10) 
where a^O,b,c^O are finite constants and h(x) is continuous, 
monotonic and differentiable function of x. 
Then the truncated/74^/(x) is given by 
f{x)^-^[ahix) + bf-h'{x); x G ( e i , P i ) (4.11) 
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and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
l-f(x) = / ' 3 - ^ ^ / W . / ' 3 ~ (4.12) 
can (x) P-Q 
Now E{g{Xj..„)] satisfy the following relations and identities for the df 
F(x) given in (4.12). 
Theorem 4.3(Khan & Ali, 1997) Vor\<r<n;n = 1,2,... 
E[[s(^r:n\\=(^-P3)E[giXr-l:n-l)] 
+ P3E{giX,,,_0}-^E{miX,,^)} (4.13) 
nca 
where m{x) = [ah(x) + bW(x), W(x) = ^ - ^ . 
h'(x) 
Proof: The proof is simple. 
Theorem 4.4 (Khan & Ali, 1997) For 1 < r < «; « = 1,2,... 
E{g(X,,j}=E{g(X,_^,,)}-^^^E{z(X,,,^0} (4.14) 
{n + l)ca 
where Z(x) = [ah{x) + bf''^ Wix), W(x) = ^ ^ . 
h'(x) 
Proof: From (4.11), we have 
,j_p,akM^f,,, (4.15, 
can (x) 
and the proof is obvious. 
Recurrence relations for moments of order statistics for the Pareto, power 
function, inverse Weibull, Burr type III, Cauchy distributions may be 
obtained by proper choice of a,b,candh{x) as given by Khan & Abu-
Salih(1989) 
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4.3. Fi(x) = l-be"^' '^ ' ' \ xe{a,^) (4.16) 
where a^O,b>0 are constants and h(x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differentiable function of x in the interval [a, P] .Then the truncated pdf 
f(x) is given by 
/W = ^ . - ^ W / z ' ( x ) ; xE(a ,P , ) 
and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
(4.17) 
l-F(x) = - / > 2 + - ^ / ( x ) , 
an (x) P9 = 
\-P (4.18) 
Now E\g{Xj..^)\ satisfy the following relations and identities for the df 
F{x) given in (4.18). 
Theorem 4.5(Khan& Ali, 1997) VoY\<r<n;n = 1,2,... 
- ^ 2 ^ k ^ r : n - l ) } + - ^ k ( ^ r : « ) } (4-19) 
Proof: From Theorem 2.1 and (4.18), we have 
^„_0^i 
= -Po 
\.r-\J 
\g'{xiF{x)Y-\l-F{x)f-'dx 
Qx 
a r-\ 
\W{x){F{x)r^[\-F{x)f-' f{x)dx 
Now on using Theorem 2.1 and (2.12) we can get the required result. 
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Theorem 4.6(Khan & AH, 1997) For 1 < r < «; « = 1,2,.., 
( r-\ \ 1 P2 
\ n-r + 1 J 
nP ^^-^^^ 
1 (P \ r .11—i ') / i \ 
n-r + l {n-r + l)a 
Proof: Starting from Theorem 2.2 and (4.18), we can prove it easily. 
Recurrence relations for moments of order statistics for the Pareto, Weibull, 
Burr type XII and beta of first kind distributions may be obtained from these 
results by adjusting <2,Z) and h{x) as given by Khan and Abu-Salih(1989) with 
b replaced by e . 
4.4. Fi(x) = be"*'^''^; X 6 («,/?) (4.21) 
where a^O,b>0 are constants and h(x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differentiable function of x in the interval [a, j3]. 
Then the truncated/'^^/(x) is given by 
fix) = - j^e-'^^'h'ix); x^{Q,A) (4-22) 
and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
1 - Fix) -P3+ ^ fix), ^3 = ^  (4.23) 
an (x) "~Q 
The single momentsi^{g(Jf^.„)| satisfy the following relations and 
identities for the df Fix) given in (4.23). 
Theorem 4.7 (Khan & Mi, 1997) For 1 < r < n;« = 1,2, 
E[[giX,.J\=i\-P^)E[giX,_^,„_0\ 
+ P3E{giX,,,_0}+^E{wiX,,,)} (4.24) 
na 
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Proof: The proof is easy. 
Theorem 4.8 (Khan & AH, 1997) For 1 < r < «; n^ 1,2,. 
\ n-r+\ J 
n~r + \ {n-r + \)a 
(4.25) 
Proof: The proof is straightforward.. 
Recunence relations for moments of order statistics for the Pareto, power 
function, inverse Weibull and Burr type III distributions may be obtained 
by proper choice of (3,Z? and h{x) with b replaced by e^ as given by 
Khan &Abu-Salih( 1989). 
Remarkl: The recurrence relations between the moments, moment 
generating functions, characteristic functions, and distribution functions 
(truncated and non-truncated ),whenever they exist can be obtained by 
setting ^(x) equal to x ,e^^,e^^^,andI^n ^^^{X) respectively. 
Remarkl: Particular cases of interest for which relations may be 
obtained are Rectangular distribution (from beta of the first kind 
\-{\~x)P atp = l), Rayleigh and exponential distributions (from Weibull 
1 - exp(-0 x^ )at p = 2 and p = 1 respectively), Lomax and log-logistic 
distributions (from Burr type XII \-{\ + Qx^)~'^ at p = \andm = 1 
respectively). 
5. A General Recurrence Relation for Moments of Order Statistics in 
a Class Of Probability Distribution: 
Consider the class 5 of distribution functions F given by 
(F-^y(t) = ~tP{\-t)'^'P~^ a.e.on (0,1) (5.1) 
d 
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with £1 constant d>0, and integers p and q. 
5.1 Tide Recurrence Relations: (Kamps, 1991) 
Theorem 5.1 (Kamps, 1991) Let X be a random variable with 
distribution function F e 3, m > 1 a constant, and F (0+) > 0, if m ^ N. 
Then for all k, neN,2<k<n, satisfying 
\<k + p<n + q, 
and 
- " < £(^"„).£(^r-i:„).^(^r;:„+,)< 00. 
the identity 
^(KJ- E(XtxJ- '"o(lc,n,M)E(X^;') p:n+q-
with the constants c{k,n,p,q) given by 
1 
c{k,n,p,q) = E{Xk,„)-E(Xj,_i,„) = --
f „ ^ 
(k + p) n + q 
\k + pj 
holds true. 
Proof, Since we have 
E{Xlj = li"\\{F-\t)rt'''\\-tf-''dt, 
integration by parts yields 
E{XlJ-E(Xl,.J 
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/ ^ Al 
= m "_]\{F-\t)}"'-\F-^)'(t)t''-\\-t) 
v * - . 0 
dt 
{cf. Klian et al., 1983a, Lin 1988). 
Putting in the representations of (F )'{t) and c{k,n,p,q) the assertion 
follows. 
Furthermore, the equality 
E{Xk:n)-E{Xk_i,n) = c{k,n,p,q) 
holds true, because of using the above formula for expectation of the 
spacing Xj^.yi -Xyt_i.^(David, Groeneveld 1982), we find 
E(Xt.„)-E(Xt.x:«) = [J" J j(^"')'(')'*"'(1 - 0 
v^-% 
dt 
~d 
^ " ]lt^^p-\\-tf-^'-^-pdt 
v^-% 
r n ^ 
d (k + p) 
. ^ = c{k,n,p,q). 
' n + q^ 
k + p) 
A modification of this recurrence relation, and by this a modification of 
the following theorem too, is obtained observing that the equation 
-m ^m -m E(^\„)-EiXtyJ = ^^E(XlJ-E(X';;_,.„_^),2<k<n, 
is valid for an arbitrary distribution. 
It is deduced from the well-known relationship 
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for order statistics of a random sample of size n from an arbitrary 
distribution (Cole 1951, David 1981). 
Noticing this modification, the representation of E{X^, )-E{X'r_, ) 
used in the proof has been stated in the Theorem 2 of Khan et al. (1983a). 
Recurrence relations for various distributions can be obtained by 
adjusting p,q as given in the following table. 
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Chapter 3 
Recurrence Relations between Product Moments of 
Order Statistics 
1. Introduction: 
LetXi,X2 ,^3 ,...,X„ be a random sample from a population with distribution 
function F{x). Let X^.^and X^.„ be the rth and the sthorder statistics, then 
the product moment may be as 
,Xj,k) _ p( yj yk ^ 
r-r,s:n ^\^r:n^ s:n) 
Thus CO variance is defined as 
and variance as 
For single moments, we have 
^(7,0) _ r;/5^7 >  _ j 
r'r,s:n ^\-^r\n)~ H-r:n 
2. Recurrence Relations: 
Theorem 2.1 Let g{x,y) be a Borel measurable function of ix,y), then 
for l < r <5 <«, n = l,2,... 
^r,s:n cc d , , r ^ . . i r -1 r^ . ^ ^. xl^'-r-l 
'Q]<x<y<P] 
l\ —gix,yiF(x)Y-^[Fiy)-F(x)f 
x[^-F(y)Y-'^^fix)dxdy (2.1) 
c 
'•'^ •" ir-l)\is-r~\)\in-s)\ 
Proof. For proof see Khan & Ali (1998). 
For g{x,y) -x^ y , Khan et al. (1983b) obtained the following results for 
the truncated distribution 
1. For \<r <s<n,and j,k>0, 
X {Fiy) - F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-'^^ f{x)dydx (2.2) 
where C „ ._i. „ = = . 
' ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - ! ) ! ( « - 5 + 1)! ( 5 - r - l ) 
2. For 1 < r < « - 1 , and j , k>0, 
liifi„=lx<-/fKc„k I \xJy''-'{F{x)r'{l-F(x)r--f(x)dydx 
where C^.„ = —'-—— = '- . (2.3) 
(n-r) {r-\)\{n-r)\ 
3. For n > 1 and j , k>0, 
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Sj,k) ^ (j+k) 
Pi Pi 
+ n{n-\)k j jxJy^~^{F{x)Y~'^{\-F{x)} f{x)dydx (2.4) 
Qi X 
Examples: 
2.1. Doubly Truncated Weibull and Exponential Distributions: (Khan et 
al., 1983b) 
/ ( ^ ) = ^ % _ ' p - - l o g ( l - 0 < x ^ < - l o g ( l - n p > O (2.5) 
Here Q[ = - log(l - Q), Pf = - log(l - P). Let Q2=(l- 0/(1 - P) and 
^2 - (1 - P)/(P - Q), then 
{l-F{y)} = -P2 + 
,-xP 
P-Q 
1 ..i-P 
p 
Putting the value of{l - F{y)], into (2.2), we get 
(2.6) 
^1^1 
r-\ 
x{F{y)-F{x)Y-'~^{\-F{y)Y- -P2-^-y^-Pf{y)\f{x)dydx 
P 
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On simplification, we have 
Aj,k) ^ (j,k) _ nP2 hj,k) _ ij,k) 
r-r,s:n t r,s-\:n ^ _. r, i i ir,s:n-\ ^r,s-\:n-
+ , ^ ,yj:yM^\ \<r<s<n,s-r>2 (2.7) 
p{n - 5 + 1) 
From (2.3),for 5 = r +1 (2.7) reduces to 
,.(M) __ij+k) nP2 [(j,k) _,Xj+k)\ 
^r,r+]:n "t^r:n y^-^ + X "^^+1:" -1 ^r:n-] ) 
+ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ - ^ \ \<r<n-\,n>3 (2.8) 
From (2.4), forr -n-l and s = n, (2.7) reduces to 
Aj,k) __ U+k) _ ^p \pk (j) _ ij-vk) 
+ -\i^^fP\ n>l. (2.9) 
Expression (2.9) could also have been obtained from (2.8) by putting 
(/' k) 
r = « - l . In substitution authors got a term \r-'\ , which is essentially 
^ " n-\,n:n-\ •' 
an undefined term. This can be interpreted as 
^(^^_l.„_l^/)=^l^/^,^{.V„-i'where /\is the upper limit of the Weibull 
variate. However, they reached at this conclusion after doing actual 
calculafions as given bellow: 
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Pi (p. \ 
^t:n-^^-P2^-^^ \^^{Fi^)Y-' \y'-% 
2, 
f{x)dx 
\x J 
I \xJy^~P{F{x)Y-^f{x)f{y)dydx 
P] 
= ^ ^n-vl -nP2{n-\) \{P!^ -X^)XJ {F{x)f-^ f{x)dx 
^n-\:n ^\\ ^n-\:n-\ ^n-\:n-\} ^^n-\,n:n 
By putting /? = ! in the above expressions, the authors obtained the 
corresponding results for exponential distribution. For non-truncated case 
one has to put P-\ and g = O.In case of the doubly truncated Weibull 
distribution, recurrence relations for |i)..„ are available in 
Khan et al. (1983a). Expressions for exact and explicit product moment with 
j = k = \ can be obtained in Lieblein (1955). 
In case of j = k = \, for the Weibull distribution. Khan et al. (1983b) 
obtained the following expression. 
nP2 , _ . 
+ , ^ ,yr:l7f\ \<r<s<n,s-r>2 (2.10) 
p{n - 5 + 1) 
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For the exponential distribution, this reduces to 
nP2 , _ . 
+ ^r:n/in-s+l)^ \<r <s <n, s - r>2 (2.11) 
From (2.7), it is clear that \f k<p, then the power of Y will be negative. 
2.2. Doubly Truncated Power Function Distribution: (Khan et al, 1983b) 
/(x) = -'^ ^—^ , aQ^I'' <x<aP^I\a,v>Q (2.12) 
Here, Q^ =aQ^I\P^ =aP^^\ 
Let P2 = Pl(P-Q)andQ2 =Q/iP-Q).Thm 
{l-Fiy)} = P2-^f{y).. (2.13) 
V 
Putting the value of{l - F{y)}, into (2.2), Khan et al. (1983b) deduced 
P P 
X {Fiy) - F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-' P2 - " fiy) \f{x)dydx 
On simplification, Khan et al. (1983b) got 
v{n -s + \) + k in-s + l)|a^ '^'^ ] + nPn (fx^ -^ '^ ^ 1 - 11^ '^'^ ] ,) .^  ^^r,s-\:n ^^'^r,s:n-l "r,^-l:n-K 
l<r<s<n, s-r>2 (2.14) 
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For s = r + l,they got from Corollary 1, 
"r,r+l:« 
V 
v(n -r) + k („-.),(4^*).«P2(,(^*[„_,-,(;-!/) 
\<r<n~2, n>3 (2.15) 
after noting that l^r^r-.n -l^nn • 
Similarly for n = s -r "hi, they got 
v + k rn-\:n ^'^^21^1 l^n-\:n-\ ^n-\:n-\K 
,n>2, (2.16) 
interpreting |^  _| . _i = Pi [i \. i as discussed in example 5.1. 
For j = k = l, the relations are available in Balakrishnan & Joshi (1981b). 
The non-truncated cases are discussed by Malik (1967). Reference may also 
be made to Khan et al. (1983a) for the recurrence relation of 
\x^^ i = l2 
2.3. Doubly Truncated Pareto Distribution: (Khan et al, 1983b) 
m='-^^^^' « ( i -QY"" ^^^4-py'i',«,V>0 (2.17) 
Here, 01 = ail-QY^I" ,P^ =a{l-Py^^\ Let 
P2 =(P-l)/iP-Q)andQ2 = (g - 1)/(P - 0 . Then 
{\-Fiy)} = ^f{y) + P2. 
V 
(2.18) 
In view of (2.18) and (2.2), they get 
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^1^1 
r-[ 
X {F{y) - Fix)}'-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-4^f{y) + 2^ W)^>^^ 
On simplification, Khan et al. (1983b) got 
Mr,s.n 
v{n - s + \)-k 
l<r <s <n, s -r>2 and v{n-s + \)^k 
[(« - ^ + 1)MI!-%„ + "f2^fi!s:li - ^*i-l:„-l) 
(2.19) 
However, if A: = v{n - s + 1), they got from (2.23) 
(n- s + (2.20) 
Marginal results for k -t v{n - s^X) can easily be seen to be equal to 
V 
v(« -r)-k („-.),(4^*)+«/'2(MWi„_,-,(tV) 
l < r < / 7 - 2 , «>3 (2.21) 
^n-Ln:n 
v-k rn-\:n ^^ 1 ^«-l:/7-l ^«-l :«-l^. 
«>2, (2.22) 
Recurrence relation for j-k = \have been studied by Balakrishnan & Joshi 
(1982). Malik (1966) has obtained these results for P = 1, g = O. To evaluate 
IJ,^ "'^ .^ , one may require the recurrence relations for |j,^ V„ for which one 
may refer to Khan et al. (1983a). 
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2.4. Doubly Truncated Cauchy Distribution: (Khan et al, 1983b) 
1 1 f{x) (P-Q);ri + ^2 e]<x<Pi (2.23) 
where Q^ and P^ are obtained by 
a 
j f{x)dx = Q,and \f{x)dx = l-P. 
—00 
Therefore, 
iP-QM\ + x')f{x) = \ (2.24) 
In view of(2.2) and (2.24), 
^1^1 
{F{y) - Fix)}'-'-' {1 - F{y)Y-'^' f{x)f{y)dydx 
kKJP - Q) 
«-hl 
Rearranging the terms, and replacing n by n-\. Khan et al. (1983b) got 
7 r K P - 0 
Aj,k) _ (j,k) 
\r,s:n-\ ^r,5-l:n-l ^<{;*;", I < r < 5 < « - 1 
(2.25) 
Similarly, it can be shown that 
nUM\)__ n 
±{P-Q) 4';+hi'l^^^«-2 (2.26) 
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and 
^n-2,n-\:n 
n 
7±{P - Q) rn-lM~\:n-\ ^n-2:n-l 
n>3. (2.27) 
Putting j = k = \, (2.25) reduces to 
(1,2) n 
<P - Q) 1^  r,s:n-\ ^r,s-\:n-\ ^r:n-
(2.28) 
For the non-truncated case, put P = l,g = 0. For the recurrence relation 
of )Li)..„ in this case, one may refer to Khan et al. (1983a). 
2.5. Doubly Truncated Burr Distribution: (Khan & Khan, 1987) 
/ W = ^ U + ^ O , Qx<x<Px 
Khan & KJian (1987) obtained the following result. 
For \<r<s<n-\,s-r>2 and k^{n-s + l)mp, 
(2.29) 
1- {n-s +\)mp r-r,s:n 
n{\-P) 
(n-5 + l)(P-0 
<.j,k) _ U,k) 
rr,s:n-\ ^r,s-\:n-
{n- s + V)mp9 4{^^-P^ (2.30) 
Khan & Khan (1987) deduced the following results: 
{n-r)mp /^ 
ij,k) _ n{\-P) 
r,r+\:n {n-r){P-Q) 
Sj,k) _ ij+k) 
rr,r+\:n~\ ^r:n-\ 
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(n-r)mpd 
^y',^\k^{n-r)mpand \<r<n-2 
mp 
{j,k) ^ n{l - P) k U) _ M+k) 
^n-\,n:n (P-O^ ^n-\:n-\ ^n-\:n-
+ Li^J'^,^K~^ju'^J'f~P\k^mp and n>2 
Accordingly, we can obtain moments when k-{n- s^- X)m p. 
2.6. Doubly Truncated Generalized Exponential Distribution: (Saran & 
Puslikama, 1999) 
(2.31) 
and 
(^-)-^ '-^ 'C:r" '^""- '^^ ^^' (2.32) 
Here g] = ^ ^^ and P i = - ^ ^ 
a a 
(2.33) 
It can be seen that 
{\-ax)f{x) = Q2-F{x) (2.34) 
and 
\\-F{y)\^{\-ay)f{y)-P^ (2.35) 
where, 
^-e ^-e 
(2.36) 
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Putting the value of [1-F(>^)], into (2.2), Saran & Pushkama (1999) 
obtained the following result: 
For 1 < r < 5 < « - 1 and s-r>2 
From (2.37), we have 
-^PM%n-\ -/^r4'-l )}' ^^r<n-\ (2.38) 
- «P2(PlV^/^l - A^i-L-l)} ' 1 ^ ^ ^ " -1 (2-39) 
^n-\,n:n l + /yt ^n-\,n:n 
-"PliP'fli-V.nA -&U))' «^2 (2.40) 
If the shape parameter a^Q, then the/7(5 i^n (2.35) becomes exponential 
distribution. 
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3. Recurrence Relations of Product Moments for the General Form of 
Distributions: 
Khan & Ali (1998) have obtained the recurrence relations for the product 
moments of order statistics for some general form of distributions. 
3.1. Let us assume that the form of distribution function F](x) is of the 
general form (Khan & Abu-Salih, 1989) 
Fi(x) = l-[ah(x) + bf; xe{a,P) (3.1) 
where ai^O,b,c^O are finite constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic 
and differentiable function of x'm the interval [a,p\. 
Then the truncated/7<^ f{x) is given by 
ca fix) = -j~-[ah{x) + bY-^ h'ix); X 6 (g ,,P i) (3.2) 
and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
l-FW = - P , - ^ / W , P,-hl- (3.3) 
can (x) P-Q 
From (6.2), we have 
,-JJ^=Q^sM^m. (3.4) 
can [x) 
Let us define 
S 
mix,y) = [ah(y) + b] ^ -— and 
h(y) 
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s 
Zix,y) = [ah{y) + bf-'-^ 
g{x,y) 
h\y) 
Theorem 3.1 (Khan& Ali, 1998) Vov\<r<s<n, n = 1,2, 
E[si^r:n •> ^ s:n ) j~ ^ [si^r-.n •> ^ s-\:n )} 
-—^[E[S(^ r:n-\' ^ s:n-\)r HS(^ r:n-\ ^ ^ s-\:n-\)[ (n-s + V) 
1 
(3.5) 
(n-s + l)ca 
Proof: From Theorem 2.1 and (3.3), we have 
7 ^ ^ II fg(x,y)[F(.)r-'[Fw-F(.)r-
[l-Fiy)]"-' ah(y)U 
^ cah'(y) f(x)dxdy 
and hence the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2(Khan & Ali, 1998) ¥OY l<r <s<n, n^ 1,2,. 
JP-Q) 
{n + l)ca ^[^(^r:n+\'^s:n+\)\- (3.6) 
Proof: Using Theorem 2.1 and (3.4), we can prove this result easily. 
To obtain the resuhs for non-truncated distributions, we set ? = 1 and Q-0 
For proper choice of a,b,c and h{x), one can get the following distributions: 
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^,^ A , c . i^ic- ) ^ 
Table 1 : Examples of distribution Fj (x) = 1 - [a/z(x) + hY; xe {a, fi) 
Distribution function 
1 .Power function 
F | (x)=A"^x^;0<x<A 
2.Pareto 
F i ( x ) - l - i ^ x " ^ ; / l < x < o o 
3.Beta of the first kind 
. . . , (^-^^^ -Fi X = 1 - :P<x<A < 
{x-p) 
4.Weibull 
^ , . . -ffrP ^ 
Fj(x) = l - e "^^  ;0<x<oo 
S.Burr type XII 
Fi(x) = l - ( l + 6'x^)"'^; 
0 <x <oo 
a 
'-X'P 
- 1 
V 
' XP 
< 
A 
1 
-1 
-
1 
1 
0 
1 
b 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
A 
x-p 
0 
0 
1 
0 
c 
1 
1 
1 
1 
P 
p 
1 
e 
-I 
-X 
h{x) 
xP 
X-PxP 
x-P 
x-^ 
X-x 
X-B 
1 
X 
x-p 
e-^^' 
e-^' 
xP 
\ + 0xP 
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6.Cauchy 
1 1 -\(x-e^ 
F| (x) = — + — tan 
2 n 
- 0 0 < X < CO 
\ X J 2 tan 
^x-0\ 
V 1 j 
3.2. Let us assume that the distribution function Fi (x) is of the general form 
Fi(x) = [ah(x) + bf ,XG («,/?) (3.7) 
where a^O,b,c^O are finite constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic 
and differentiable function of x. 
Then the truncated/)(^/(x) is given by 
fix) = j~[ahix) + bf-^h'ix); X6(g i,P i) 
and the corresponding truncated df F(x) by 
1 - Fix) = P3 -—— fix), 
can (x) 
^_iP-Q)[ahix) + bf-' ^^^^ 
P. = P 
P-Q 
cah'ix) 
Theorem 3.3 (Khan& Ali, 1998) Vor\<r<s<n,n = \,2 
p W(^7-:«-l ' ^s:n-\)]- ^Si^r-.nA ' ^s-\:n-\)]. in-s + \) 
1 
{n-s^-\)ca 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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Proof: From Theorem 2.1 and (3.9), we can prove this result easily. 
Theorem 3.4(Khan & Ali, 1998) For 1 < r < ^ < «, n = 1,2, • • • 
E[g{X,,„,X,,j\-E[g{X,,„,X,_^,j\ 
(P-Q) 
(n + l)ca E\Z(Xf..„+l,Xs:n+\) (3.12) 
Proof: Using Theorem 2.1 and (3.10), we can prove this result easily. 
Examples of some specific distributions contained in (3.7) are given bellow 
Table 2 : Examples of the distribution F\ (x) - [ah{x) + bf, xe (a,^) 
Distribution function 
I.Power function 
Fi(x)=^rPxP;0<x<A 
2.Pareto 
F^{X) = \-APX'P;A<X<OO 
3.Inverse Weibull 
Fi(x)=e"^''^;0<x<c» 
a 
'x-p 
\x-p 
~AP 
1 
1 
0 
0 
b 
0 
0 
] 
1 
e 
c 
1 
P 
1 
h{x) 
xP 
X 
x-P 
.-ex-' 
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4.Burr type III 
0<x<oo 
5.Cauchv 
1 1 -\(x-e^ 
V A y 
^lW = ~ + - tan 
n 
- 0 0 < X < 00 
2 
-/L 
tan" 
Ox-P 
^x-o^ 
V A ; 
3.3. Suppose the distribution function F\ (x) is of the general form 
Fi(x) = l-be"^' '^ ' ' \ xG{a,p) (3.13) 
where a ?!^  0,6 > 0 are constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differentiable function of xin the interval [a,y5]Then the truncated j96^/(x) 
is given by 
/ W = ^ e - ^ « / . ' ( x ) ; xe(e, ,PO 
and the corresponding truncated df F{x) by 
(3.14) 
\-F{x) = -P2+^f{x\ 
ah (x) P^ = P-Q 
From (3.14), we have 
l = ^ ^ . « ^ « / ( x ) 
abh'{x) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Let us define 
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W{x,y) 
_S_ 
5y 
g(x,y) 
h'iy) andr(x,3;) = e « ^ ( ^ ) ^ 
gix,y) 
h'iy) 
Theorem 3.5 (Khan& Ali, 1998)¥oYl<r<s<n, n = 1,2,... 
E[g{X,,^,X,,j\--E[g{X,,^,X,_^.J^ 
{n-s + \) 
1_ 
{n~s + \)a 
^[si^ r:n-\^ ^ s:n-\)\- ^\Si^ r:n-\^ ^ s-\:n-\)[ 
Emx,,„,x,,„) 
(3.17) 
Proof: In view of Theorem 2.1 and (3.15), we can prove this easily. 
Theorem 3.6(Khan & Ali, 1998) For 1 < r < ^  < «, « = 1,2,... 
= 7 :^7~r^Y(^r:n+\' ^s:n+l ))• 
{n + l)ab 
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
(3.18) 
Some well-known specific distributions contained in distribution (3.13) are 
given as follows: 
Table 3: Examples of the distribution Fj (x) = 1 - be~^^''^^, x e (a, P) 
Distribution function a h(x) 
1 .Power function 
Fi{x)=-rPxP;0<x<X -1 1 \n{l-rPxP) 
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2.Pareto 
F^{x) = \-XPx~P;2.<x< 
3.Beta of the first kind 
00 
Fi{x)----\ U-x^P 
K^-Pj 
\p<x<X 
4.Weibull 
Fi(x) = l-e"^''^;0<x<oo 
5.BuEr type XII 
F|(x) = l-( l + ^ x^)"^: 
0 < X < Q O 
p 
1 
p 
-1 
e 
1 
X 
XP 
XP 
Inx 
p\nx 
In X-x 
x-p 
p\n U-x^ 
K^-Pj 
OxP 
1 H\ + exP) 
1 ;iln(l + 6'x^) 
3.4. Suppose the distribution function F^^ (x) is of the general form 
h(x). Fi(x) = be""^^^; x&{a,P) (3.19) 
where ai^Q,b>^ are constants and h{x) is continuous, monotonic and 
differentiable function of x in the interval [a, p]. Then the truncated pdf 
f(x) is given by 
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a ' -ah{x). fix) = - j—e-'"^'^h'ix); xe(Q,,PO (3.20) 
and the corresponding truncated df F(x) by 
\-F{x) = P^+-^f(x), P3=^ (3.21) 
an (x) P-Q 
From (3.20), we have 
^^_{Pz^^ah{x)^^^^ (3.22) 
abh'{x) 
Theorem 3.7(Khan & Ah, 1998) For 1 < r < ^ < «, n = 1,2,... 
E[g{X,,^,X,,j\-E[g{X,,^,X,_y_j\ 
= -— ~[^SiXr:n-] ^Xs:n-\)rHSi^r:n-\'Xs-\:n~\)[ 
+-—^---E{W(X,,„,X,,„) 
{n-s + \)a 
(3.23) 
Proof: In view of Theorem 2.1 and (3.21), we can prove this result easily. 
Theorem 3.8(Khan & Ali, 1998) For 1 < r < ^ < «, « = 1,2,... 
E[giX,,,„X,.,,)\-E[g(X,.,„X,_^,,)\ (3.24) 
Proof: The proof is obvious. 
Some well-known specific distributions contained in distribution (3.19) 
are given as follows: 
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Table 4: Examples of the distribution Fj (x) = be ^^^•, xe (a, J3) 
Distribution function 
1 .Power function 
F^{x) = rPxP;0<x<l 
2.Pareto 
F,(X) = 1 - ; L ^ X " ^ U < X < O O 
3.Inverse Weibull 
Fj(x) = e~^''^;0<x<oo 
4.BuiT type III 
F^{x) = (l + 0x-Py^; 
0 < x < o o 
a 
• 
-P 
- 1 
-1 
0 
1 
b 
rp 
rP 
1 
1 
1 
h{x) 
Inx 
plnx 
\n{\-XPx~P) 
x-P 
Hx+ex'P) 
Remarks (i) The recurrence relations between the product moments, 
moments of ratio of two order statistics, quasi-ranges, joint moment 
generating functions and joint characteristic functions, whenever they exists 
can be obtained by setting respectively g{x,y) equal to x-^y ,x^y~ 
,y-x,e^^''-''2yande''^''-^'^y. 
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(ii) A list of distributions are given in different tables. Further, we can get 
Rectangular distribution by putting p = \ in Beta of first kind distribution. 
Similarly for Reyleigh and Exponential distributions we put respectively 
p = 2andp-\ in Weibull and for Lomax and Log-logistic put respectively 
p = 1 and /I = 1 in Burr type XII distribution. 
(iii) Some recurrence relations on moments of order statistics available in in 
Khan efal. (1983a,b), Balakrishnan etal.{\9SS), Khan & Khan 
(1987),Balakrishnan & Joshi (1981) and Balakrishnan & Malik (1986) can 
be obtained from our general results by putting g(x, y) = x-^ y . 
(iv) At r = 0,the Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 6.8 reduce to 
the general recurrence relations for the expectation of function of single 
order statistics which on using (2.12) reduces to relations available in Khan 
& AH (1997). 
4. An Identity for the Product Moments of Order Statistics: 
Mohie El-Din et al. (1996) have obtained a general identity for product 
moments of order statistics in a class of distribution functions, including 
Pareto, Weibull, exponential, Rayleigh and Burr distributions. Several 
recurrence relations are particular cases of the theorem stated. 
Theorem 1 (Mohie El-Din et al, 1996). Let c^  e 9i, ^ > 0 with «r + /?;^0, 
let h{t) be a function on (0,1) with 
~h{t) = \{\-tf-\ d>0,qEZ, (4.1) 
at a 
Let F be given by 
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F-\t) = 
exp{hit)}, J3 = 0 
MB (4.2) 
where, {ph{i)f^^ e % and let 
- ^ < ^ (x4^S^) , i? (x4x;4^J ,£ (x4+^Z«„+^) < o), y > 0, 
for some integersr,5and nwith l<r<s<mm{n,n + q),n + q>2.Then the 
recurrence relation 
\<r<s<n + q (4.33) 
is valid with, 
n\{n-\-q- s)\ 
C{n,q,s) d{n-s + iy.{n + q)\ 
This theorem corresponds to Theorem 1 in Kamps (1991) in the single order 
statistics case. 
For different values of q,/] and c, we have the following table 
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Co 
+ 
^ 
K 
!3^  
^ 
+ 
I 
8 
<i) 
I 
+ 
+ 
Co 
I + 
+ 
I + 
+ 
to 
I 
8 
8 
i 
^ 
I 
X 
o 
A 
O 
8 
(N 
CM 
O 
• ~ ~ \ 
(N <N 
v_ 
I 
X 
_^ 
1>5 
I 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
I 
in 
o 
CO 
Q 
o 
•t-> 
a 
3 
_ _ i 
o 
X 
JH 
DO 
U i 
8 ^ 
^ 
/^ 
<iJ 
8 
• ^ &-
<^  
v_ 
IS' 
c> c^ 
/ ^ 
^ 
^ 
v^ 
o 
t)0 
O 
^^ 
1 
1 ^ 
o 
1 
u 
(N 
o 
o 
A 
o 
V 
o 
o 
A 
o 
o 
V 
Chapter 4 
Recurrence Relations and Identities of Order Statistics from 
Independent and Non-identically Distributed 
Random Variables 
1. Introduction: 
In this chapter we have discussed the recurrence relations and identities of 
product moments for non-identically distributed random variables. 
In section 2, some recurrence relations derived by Balakrishnan (1988)are 
given. In section 3 some recurrence relations and identities derived by Beg 
(1991) are given. 
By assuming that X\,X2,---,Xyi are independent variates with 
X,(/ = l,2,...,«) having pdf fj{x) and df Fi(x), Vaughan & Venables 
(1972) have shown that the density function of X^.„(l<r<«) can be 
written down as 
[r -\y\n-ry. 
Fi(x) l-Fi(x) Mx) 
F„(x) 1-F„(x) /„(x) 
r-1 n-r ] 
(1.1) 
where per[A] denotes the permanent of a square matrix A; the permanent 
is defined just like the determinant, except that all signs in the expansion are 
positive. Vaughan & Venables (1972) have also shown that the joint density 
function of X^.„ and X^.„ (1 < r < ^ < n) can be written down as 
'^ '^ •" ir-l)l(s-r-iy.(n-sy. 
per 
F^{x) F^{y)-F^{x) \-Fx{y) fx{x) My) 
Frrix) FM-Fnix) \ - F ^ fni^) fniy). 
r-\ s-r-\ n-s 1 1 
-oo<x<>'<oo (1.2) 
2. Recurrence Relations for Order Statistics from n Independently and 
Non-identically Distributed Random Variables: 
Balakrishnan (1988) has generalized the various recurrence relations of 
order statistics to the case when these order statistics are obtained from n 
independent and non-identically distributed random variables. 
He used h\!}^'l^"'''" (x), \<r<n-m, to denote the density function of the 
rth order statistics in a sample of size n-m obtained by dropping 
X; ,Xi ,...,X- from the original set of n variables. We then have the 
following relation. 
Relation 1. (Balakrishnan, 1988) For 1 < r < « -1 , 
rK^X,^{x)^{n-r)h,,^{x) = Y.h^l-\^x). (2.1) 
/=] 
Proof. First, consider the permanent expression of rh^j^\.yj{x) from (1.1). 
Upon expanding this permanent by its first row, we find 
rK+v.r,i^) = f,Fi{x)h^^^_^{x). (2.2) 
i=\ 
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Next, consider the expression of {n-r)hf..jj{x) from equation (2.1). Upon 
expanding this permanent by its last row, we get 
(«-r)/7,;„(x) = X{l-^/WH:i-lW- (2.3) 
1=1 
Relation (2.1) follows immediately upon adding equations (2.2) and (2.3). 
Let us now denote 
l < / l < / 2 < . . . < / ^ < « 
and 
\ n—m V / ' 
\<il<i2<...<im^f^ 
with S].jj{x) = hi.^{x) and 5'„.„(x) = /2„.„(x). Then by repeated 
application of Relation 1, Balakrishnan (1988) directly obtain the following 
relations. 
Relation 2. (Balakrishnan, 1988) For 1 < r < /? - 1 , 
i=\ 
Sj.Jx). (2.4) 
Relations. (Balakrishnan, 1988) For 2 < r < n, 
^:«W= I (-1)^-"—' 
j=n-r+l 
Si,f{x). (2.5) 
Remark 2.1. For the case when the Xj's are identically distributed, it is 
easy to see that 
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l</ l</2<. . .</^<« 
r^\ 
U, 
hj.jix) 
! • ] 
and 
\<ix<i2<...<im<n 
ry,\ 
\J) 
hj.jix). 
As a result, Relation 2 and 3 yield (in terms of moments) 
-r 
v'--ly 
and 
7=^-r+l 
juf]; l<r<n-l, (Srikanthan,1962) 
0-1^  ry,\ 
KJ) 
fi[^], 2<r<n. (Srikanthan,1962) 
Now using / |^; |^.„_] (^, J^ ), \<r <s<n, to denote the joint density function of 
the rth and sth order statistics in a sample of size n-\ obtained by 
dropping Xj from the original set of n variables, we have the following 
recurrence relation. 
Relation 4. (Balakrishnan, 1988) For 2<r<s<n, 
(r -^)hr,s:ni^^y) + (^ -r)K-is:nix>y) + {n-s + l)/7^_i ,,_].„(x,7) 
J:^ 
1=1 
[i] 
r-\,s-\:n- \ix,y)- (2.6) 
Proof. Expanding the permanent in (1.2) by its first, rth and last row 
respectively, we find 
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(^  - '^)K,s:n{^^y) = Z^ /W^r-1 ^-l:„-l(^'J')' (2-7) 
('^-^)Vl,.:«(^,>')=X{^,(j^)-^/W}4-U-l:«-l(^'>^)' (2.8) 
i=\ 
{n-s + l)h,_^,s:ni^,y) = S { 1 - /^-Wj^j'^i ,_i:«_,(^,>^)- (2-9) 
Relation (2.6) follows upon adding equations (2.7),(2.8) and (2.9). 
Remark 2.2. For the p outlier model, that is, F] = F2 = • • • = -F„_ „ = F and 
F„_^+i = • • • = F„ = G, relations 1 and 4,resoectively yield 
and 
(^ - ^)hr,s:n(^'y) + (^ - ^)^r-l,^:«(^')^) + (« - -^  + l)/2r-l,^-l:«(^':i^) 
where /2|:.J_j(x) and /2|:.J_|(x) are the density functions of the rth order 
statistics in a sample of size n-\ from the /?outlier model and the 
(/? -1) outlier model, respectively. 
3. Recitrrence Relations and Identities for Product Moments: 
Beg (1991) have obtained the recurrence relations and identities for product 
moments of order statistics corresponding to non-identically distributed 
variables as follows: 
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Suppose g]{x) and g2{x)are Borel measurable functions from 9? to $H. 
Then the single and product moments of functions of order statistics can be 
obtained from (1.1) and (1.2) as 
00 
E{g\iXr..n)}= \g\ix)h,,^{x)dx,\<r<n (3.1) 
- 0 0 
and 
E{g\{Xr:n)g2i^s:n) 
00 y 
= j lg\ix)g2iy)hr,s:n(^'y)^dy,\<r<s<n (3.2) 
—00—c» 
We assume that all these moments exist. 
The following notation will be used here. If S <^N = {1,2,- • •,n} then S' will 
denote the compliment of S in N and l^ l will denote the cardinality of S. 
Let X^.^ denote the rth order statistic for Xj, ieS.for convenience, for 
fixed X, F will denote the column {F\{x),F2{x),-• • ,Fy^{x))', f the column 
vector (/i(x),/2(x),---,/„(j))' and 1 the column vectors of all ones. We 
will denote by A{S\.) the matrix obtained from A by taking rows whose 
indices are in S. 
Joshi & Balakrishnan (1982) obtained several recurrence relations and 
identities for product moments of order statistics from an arbitrary 
continuous distribution when all XfS are independent and identically 
distributed. Here, we generalize these results when all Xi's are independent 
but not assumed to be identically distributed. Arnold & Balakrishnan (1989) 
have given a comprehensive collection of such recurrence relations. 
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3.1. Recurrence Relations: 
Theorem 3.1. (Beg, 1991) For \<r<s<n, 
E{gi{X,,„)g2iX,,„) 
n-s r-\ 
;=0 t=0 
0 + *^  
\ k J Ya ^ ^Sl {Xn-s-j+\:s )S\ iXn-r-j+\:s)) \S\=n-j-k 
s-r f 
.s-r-i = I(-i)^ s -i-l 
r-\ 
(3.3) 
Proof. Consider I = [{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\] J, where 
00 00 
^ = 1 \g\{x)g2{y)per{F{x) F{y)-F{x) \-F{y) Rx) f{y)-\dxdy 
r-\ s-r-\ n-s 1 1 
- 0 0 — C O 
5-r- l 
t=0 
^s-r-\] 
V ' ; 
00 oo 
1 I giWg2W;^eK^W fix) F{y) \-F{y) f{y)]dxdy 
s-t-2 1 t n-s 1 
-00 —CO 
Y, Mr-'-''" '^  
/=o f V ' J 
00 
X Z l^lWpe^^W fix)][S\.)dx 
LS=^-/-1 - 0 0 s-t-2 1 
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00 
\ g2(y)per[F{y) \~Fiy) fiy)][S'\.)dy 
- 0 0 / n-s 
J"f'(_,)--M^^-'-i' 
/=0 t 
Y,(s-t-2)\t\{n-s)\E{g]iX,_,_y_s)} 
As\=s-t-\ 
X E{g2{^t+\:S'))^ using(3.1). 
Writing z = / +1, we find 
s-r / ^ c _ v _ i \ 
^=I(-iy 
7 = 1 
/ - I 
X(^-/-l)!(/-l)!(^7-^)!^{gl(X,_,.5)} 
^ \S\=s-i 
><E{g2{Xi,s')}, 
and 
i'-r /=IH) s-r-i ^s-i-\^ 
7 = 1 
r - 1 X^{^l(^.-7:5)}^{^2(^7:y)}, 
^ l5h5-7 
which is the right hand side of (3.3). Further 
/ = [ ( r - l ) ! (^ - r - ! ) ! (« -5) ! ]" ' 
x[ j j g lWg2W/^eK^W ^ ( 7 ) - / ^ W 1-/^W fix) f{y)]dxdy 
r-\ s-r-\ n-s 1 1 x<y 
\\ g\{x)g2iy)per[nx) Fiy)-F{x) l-F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy] 
' r-1 s-r-] n-s 1 1 ;^<x 
E{gi{Xr.n)g2iXs:n)] + [ir'-ms-r-mn-s)\rJ^, 
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where 
J\ = \\ g\ix)gl{y)per[F{x) F{y)-F{x) \-F{y) f{x) f{y)-\dxdy 
r-\ s-r-\ n-s 1 1 y<x 
y<x 
X per[l-{1 - F(x)} F{x)-F{y) \-F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
r-l s-r-l n-s 1 1 
llg\{x)g2(y) 
y<x 
Xperil I-Fix) F(x)-F(y) \-F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
"• r-k-\ s-r-\ n-s 1 1 
r - i 
-k-2 fr-l^ n-s S (-1)"" •S-] 
V '^  yy=o 
« - 5 
\\g\ix)g2{y) 
y<x 
X ;7er[ 1 F{y) F{x) - F ( ; ; ) 1 - F(x) / ( x ) / ( ; ^ ) ] ^ 4 ^ 
y+/: n-s-j s-r-\ r-k-\ 1 1 
r-\ n-s 
k=Q 7=0 
^r-lY«-5^ 
V k J 
Y.ij + k)\\\g^{x)g2{y) 
^ J ^\S\=^n-j-k y<x 
xper[F{y) F{x)-F{y) \-F{x) f{x) f{y)][S\.)dxdy 
n-s-j s-r-\ r-k-\ 1 1 
n-s r-l 
;=0 /c=0 
^r-lY«-5^ 
V k J \ J J 
U + k)\ 
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X Y.^{g2i^n-s-j+\:S)S\(^n-r~j+\:S)} 
\S\=^n-j-k 
x{n-s-J)\{s-r-\)\ir-k-l)\, (Using (3.2)) 
On simplification, we see that / is also equal to the left hand side 
of(3.3). 
Corollary 3.1. If g2{x) = 1, theorem 3.1 yields 
7=0 k=0 
^j + k^ 
Z^^^l(^«-r-7+l:J} 
\ '^ J \S\=n-j-k 
.s-r-i'^ ' ^ 
= E (-1)' 
i=\ 
r-l I^lglC^.-/:.)}-
^ \S\=s-i 
(3.4) 
which is a recurrence relation involving single moments of functions of 
order statistics. 
Corollary 3.2. For the case of a sample of n independent and identically 
distributed random variables X],X2,- • -X^ having pdf f{x) and cdf F{x) 
Theorem 3.1 simply reduces to 
E{gl{Xr:,)g2(^s:n)+l I (-1)""^'"^ 
7=0 k=0 \ k J 
X E{g2(X„_^_y+j-.n-j-k)g\(Xn-r-j+\:n-j-k)) 
s-r 
/= ] 
^s-i-l^ f n ^ 
r - l yS-lj 
E{gdX,_i,,_,)g2{Xi,,_,^i)] (3.5) 
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Taking g\{x) = g2{x) = x and writing jUf..„-E{Xf..„) and 
jUf. g.fj= E{Xf..fjXg.jj), (3.5) reduces to Theorem 2.1 of Joshi & 
Balakrishnan (1982). 
Corollary' 3.3. For the p - outlier model that is, F^ = Fj = • • • = F„_ „ =F 
and F _ .=...=f =Q{outlierdistributuion) Theorem 3.1 yields 
n-s r-1 
j=0 yt=0 
^j+k\p(p^^ 
y k J I a=ov^y 
n- p 
n-j-k-a 
E{g2i^\-s-j-i-l.n-j-k,a)S\i^n-r-j+\:n-j-k,a)} 
s-r 
s-r-i s -i-l I ^ v . ^ 
V ^ 1 yfl=ov'^A'^~'~'^y 
n- p 
E{g\{Xs-i:s-i,a)) 
x^{^2(^/:«-5+/,p-^)) 
where Jf^:^^ denotes the rth order statistics from a sample of size n of 
which 'fl' are outliers. 
3.2. Some identities 
Theorem 3.2. (Beg, 1991) For 1 < z < /? - 2, 
\S\-n-i 
I I ( i \ 
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Proof. Y.i'-^{g\{Xn-i-v.s)S2iXn-i:S)) 
\S\=n-i 
i\ 
= I —^H;rA\ g\{^)Sl{y)per[F{x) f{x) f{y)\{S\.)chdy 
l5U„_,-(«-'-2)!^i^,, n-i-2 1 1 
:<y 
1 
{n-i-2)\ 
\\ g\{^)g2{y)P^r[\ F{x) fix) fiy)]dxdy 
x<y ' n-i-2 1 1 
= 7—^^^ lk\ix)g2iy) 
(n-i -2)1 •'•' 
x<y 
xper[F{x) + {F{y)-F{x)} + {\-F{y)] F{x) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
i n-i-2 1 1 
( « - z - 2 ) ! \\g\{^)g2{y) 
x<y 
xper[{F{y)-F{x)] + {\-F{y)] F(x) f(x) f(y)]dxdy 
j n-j-2 1 1 
J 1 , 1 
j=0\JJk=0 
{n-i-2)\ 
!» 
>->:^)> 
llg\ix)g2iy) V 
x<y 
'Ti Uuive ' 
xper[F(x) F(;;)-F(x) l-F(;;) /(x) f{y)\dxdy 
n-j-2 j-k k 1 1 
SI 
7=0 k=i) 
rA 
KJ) 
0-^  
(n-i-2)\ -E{gd^n-j-\:n)g2i^n-k:n)}(^-J-mj~m^. 
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/ J f ;\ 
j=0 k=Q\JJ 
j\{n-j-2)\ 
-E{S\{Xn-i-\:n)S2{Xn-k:n))-{n-i-2)\ 
This completes the proof. 
Corresponding to the corollaries 3.1,3.2 and 3.3, we have the following 
Corollar>^ 3.4. X''!^(^l(^«-/-1:5)} 
\S\=n-i 
IE 
j=o k=^Q\JJ 
j\{n-j-2)\ 
{n-i-2)\ 
i 
Corollary 3.5. {n - i){n - z -1) ^ 
7=0 
- ^{^ l (^ . - ; - l : n )} 
/ 
(n-2\ 
(3.7) 
J 
X T^{gl(^n-j-\:n)g2(^n-k:n)} 
k=0 
«(«- l )^{gl(^«- / - l :«- / )^2(^/7- / :«- / )} ' (3.8) 
Taking gi(•^) = ^^ 2(•^ ) =-^ and writing //^ ^.„ =£(X^.„Jf^.„), (3.8) reduces 
to Theorem 3.1 of Joshi & Balakrishnan (1982). 
Corollary 3.6. /! ^ 
rp^ 
a=ov^y 
^ n-p ^ 
\ji-i-aj 
E'{g\{Xn-i-\:n-iM^Sl{Xn-i:n-\M)) 
i J fi\ 
X I : . j\{n-j-2)\ 
{n-i-2)\ ^{gl(^n-/-l:.)^2(^«-A:«)}- (3-9) 
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Theorem 3.3. (Beg, 1991) For 1 < r < «, 
^-1 7=2 \S\=j 
- Z ZE{g^(^j,s)g2{Xus')} (3.10) 
Proof. Consider the sum of integrals 
/ = ! 
" | (y~l)!(«-7-I)! 
00 00 
X j j^i(^k2(>^)p^^[^(^) i-^(;^) fix) f{y)]dxdy 
-00-co 7-1 « - 7 - l 1 1 
n-\ ^ 00 CO 
^^T^^i'^iT—^"T^i I j^i(^k2(;^) 
X X ;;>er[F(x) /(x)][5|.)/?er[l-F(>;) f{y)][S'\)ckdy 
\S\=j 7-1 1 « -7 - ! 1 
- IT—T^i^ - T T : S j ^1 {x)per[F{x) f{x)][S\.)dx 
00 
X jg2(j^);^^4i-^(j^)/(;^)][5'|.)4^ 
-00 " - 7 - 1 1 
n-\ 
= 1 Y,E{g^{Xj,s)}E{g2{X^,S')) 
7=1 l-^ h; 
which is the right hand side of (3.10). Further, we can write 
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/ = y ^ 
^t,(7-!)!(«-7-1)! 
=[ l\ g\(x)g2iy)per[F{x) l-F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
x<y y-i n-j-
+ \\ g\i^)g2{y)per[F{x) \-F{y) f{x) f{y)\dxdy] 
j - \ n-j-\ 1 1 
v<x 
n-\ 
+l:n 
where 
n-\ 1 
; ^ , 0 - - l ) ! ( « - 7 - l ) ! 
X \\ g\{-^)g2{y)per{F{x) \-F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
y<x 7-1 "-7-1 1 1 
(«-2)! |j^]W^2(;^)I . . pe^ [^ W i-n;^)/W/W]^^>^ 
>'<X j=\\J h j - \ n-j-\ 1 1 
{n-l)\ \\g\ ix)g2{y)per[F{x) +1 - F{y) f{x) f{y)]dxdy 
y<x n-2 1 1 
{n-2)\ 
n-2 f^_ 2\ 
\lg\i^)g2iy)l 
y<x 
per[\ F{x)-F{y)f{x)fiy)]dxdy 
k^OK '^ J ^ n-k-\ 1 1 
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n-1 ^n-l^ 
( « - 2 ) ! ^ ^ Q V - J\s\=n-k 
T,k\ l\gi{x)g2{y) 
y<x 
xper[F{x)-F{y) f{x) f{y)][S\)dxdy 
n-k-2 1 1 
«-2 
I (--2)!,ro \ k J k\ Y.^{g2{Xx:s)g\{Xn-k:S)){n -k-2)\. \S\=n~k 
Writing j = n-k, we get 
• / = ! lE{g2{Xx:s)gl{Xj.,s)} 
and we see that / is also equal to the left hand side of (3.10). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
Corresponding to the corollaries 3.1,3-2 and 3.3, we have the following. 
Corollary3.7. i ; £ { g ] ( X , : „ ) } + f I ^ lg iCX^-^ )} 
>2 l^ h; r=[ 
= 1 TE{gx{Xj,s)} 
Corollary 3.7. 
n f^\ 
Z^'{^l(^r:«k2(^r+1:«)}+E • ^{^2(^l:ykl(^;:j)} 
(3.11) 
r= 
n-\ rn\ 
= I . E{gx{Xj,j)g2{Xx:,-j)} (3.12) 
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Taking g] (JC) = g2 i^) = ^ ^^^ writing Mr:n^ E{X^. „) and 
jUf.yfj=E{Xf..jjXg.„), (3.12) reduces to Theorem 3.2 of Joshi & 
Balakrishnan(1982). 
n-\ 
Corollary 3.8. X£{gi(Xr:«)^2(^r+l:/7)} 
r=\ 
+ 
" P fp\(n-p^ Z I j=2 fl=ov"y a E{g2{Xx.j,a)g\{Xj,j^a)) 
" - ' P fpYn-p\ 
E{g\{Xj:j,a)g2iX\:n-j,p-a)} (3.13) 
Theorem 3.4. (Beg, 1991) l<r <s<n and \<k<n-r. 
E{gx{Xr..n)g2{Xs:n)) 
r r+k (s-i-X^i n-s ^ Z^ I 
s-r -\ n-k-r 
E{g2{Xi:n)g\{X,,n)} 
Y.E{g\{Xr:S)g2{Xx,s')) 
\S\=n-k 
(3.14) 
The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3. 
Corresponding to the corollaries 3.1,3.2 and 3.3, we have the following. 
n-k^\ry^_^\ 
Corollary 3.9. ^ , . ^{gl(^r:«)} 
s=r+\\^~^J 
r r+k f s-i-\\ 
S-r -\ 
n-s 
n-k-r 
\E{g\{Xs:n)) 
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= Z^{g\(^r:S)}' (3.15) 
\S\=n-k 
Corollary 3.10. J] n-k+Vn-s^ 
s=r+]y^ ^J 
^{^l(^r:«)^2(^.:«)} 
r r+k fs-i~\\f .^-^ ^ 
i-\ s-r-\-\ s-r -\ 
n- s 
n-k-r 
E{g2{Xi:n)g\{X,,^)) 
f y, \ 
\n-k J ^{g\{Xr:n-k)gl{Xx,k)) (3.16) 
Taking g^{x) = g^i^)^^ and writing //^.„ =£(^^.„) and 
l^r,s:n-P-'^Xr:nXs:n)^ (3.16) reduces to Theorem 3.3 of Joshi & 
Balakrishnan(1982). 
Corollary'3.11. ^ 
n-k+V^-s^ 
v^- ly 
E{gl{X,,,)g2iX,,,)} 
r r+k fs-i-\\f r._. \ 
/=1 s-r+l s -r -I 
n-s 
n-k-r 
E{g2{Xi:n)gliX,,,)} 
P fr.\f n-p ^ P 
a) n-k- a E{gx{X r:n-k,a )g2iX\:k,p-a)} 
(3.17) 
Remark.3.1 It may be remarked that for suitable gi{x) and g2{x). 
Theorems 3.1,3.2,3.3 and 3.4 yield recurrence relations and identities 
involving moment generating functions and distribution functions etc. 
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Chapter 5 
Operator and Indicator Methods in Order Statistics 
1. Introduction: 
In the last thirty years or so, many identities and recurrence relations for 
distributions of order statistics have been established by several authors 
including Srikanthan (1962), Govindarajulu (1963), Joshi (1973), Arnold 
(1977), Joshi & Balakrishnan (1982), Khan et al (1983a,b) and 
Balakrishnan & Malik (1985) etc. The proofs for the identities of order 
statistics established by these and other authors hinge upon some 
combinatorial techniques, some easy and some involved. 
In this chapter we discussed operator and indicator methods in order 
statistics. In section 2 operator methods by Balasubramanian et a/.(1992) 
is discussed and in section 4 indicator functions of sets are used to prove 
various recurrence relations for order statistics. This approach, in addition 
to being simpler, lends itself to easy generalizations for higher orders. 
2. Operator Methods for Identities of Order Statistics: 
Operator equalities (based on both difference and differential operators) 
derived by Balasubramannian et al. (1992), which when applied on 
suitably chosen functions generate identities for distributions of order 
statistics. Many known identities are deduced easily by this approach, 
and, in addition many new identities are also generated. Furthermore, 
unlike the direct combinatorial approach, the operator methods discussed 
in this section may easily be extended to identities involving joint 
distributions of order statistics. This is illustrated for joint distributions of 
two order statistics and the author derives many new identities in this 
case. 
2.1. Identities for single order statistics by operator: (Balasubramanian 
etal, 1992) 
Let X\,X2,...Xy^hQ a random sample of size wfrom a population with 
cumulative distribution function /^(x)and probability density function 
f{x). Let Xj.^ <.. .<X„.^ be the order statistics obtained from the 
above sample. Then, the density function of X^.^ (1 < r < «) is given by 
fr:n=T~^ Anx)Y-^{l-Fix)^'f{x) -^<x<^ (2.1) 
{r -\)\{n-r)\ 
Further, let A and E be the difference and shift operators with common 
difference 1 acting on functions of y (where y is independent of x). Then 
we have the following operator equalities satisfied by distributions of 
order statistics. 
Theorem 1. (Balasubramannian, etal.,\992) For n>2, 
n fy,\ 
Y.fr:ni^)E""'=1 /I:,(X)A'"-^ (2.2) 
and Yjfr:nix)F' = E 
rri\ 
r=l r=lV -^^  
/ r : rWA'~^ (2.3) 
Proof. We have, 
= i . ,"' J^wr'io+o{i - f(x)}]"-v(^ ) 
n „ „ ^ . . * r a „ . , / nf<;int. ,,t,r, A, Onprntmm research. Alisarh Muslim University, ALIGARH 8 5 
= n[l + t{l-F{x)}f-^f(x) 
^n-l^ 
nY {l-F{x)Yfixy 
=0V ' J 
Then 
n f^\ 
r=iv^y 
f\-A^)t r-\ 
Equation (2.2) follows from (2.4) on setting t = A. 
Similarly (2.3) can also be proved. 
Example 1. For the function T{y) = 1 
^n-r 1 
n- y 
r-\r E"~' T{y) = ~^andA'~r{y) = 
r - y (n-y) 
nv ' =m{m-\){m-2)...{m-k + \)= '-— 
where {m-k)\ 
fork > \and= \fork = 0. 
Setting y-0, (2.2) now gives 
" 1 " 1 
r=l' 
Similarly, (2.3) gives 
r=l' 
(2.4) 
r=l n-r + 1' 
(Joshi, 1973) 
r=l' 
Example 2. By choosing the function 7(3^ ) = 1/(A^  - y)^^\ from (2.2) and 
(2.3) (with ;; = 0) the following identities are obtained 
n„„„..<™,.,,/ nfVinii^itr^ Jl, rinornttnn'! rp<:pnrrh Ahonrh Mij.<:lim IIniverxilv. ALIGARH Rf^ 
s 1 
=l(7V -n + r) (k) /r:nW=Z 
^n^ (k + r-l)^'"^^ 
•=lVJ N (k+r-l) 
fl-.rix). 
S 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
By setting N = n + k-l in these two identities, we get the identities due 
to Balakrishnan & Mahk (1985) and, therefore, (2.5) and (2.6) can be 
regarded as generaHzation of these results. 
Alternatively, by setting t^D in (2.4) where D is the differentiation 
operator acting on function of ;/(with j^ being independent of x), 
Balasubramanian et al. (1992) have also shown: 
Theorem 2. Forn>2, 
n f^\ 
r-\ 
r=lV^y 
(2.7) 
r=l 
«^„^ 
r=\\^J 
f,,,{x)D r-\ (2.8) 
Example 3. By choosing the function T{y) = y , we find from (2.7) the 
identity 
n-rf^_^\ 
V -^  J 
k^'h'-' = Y\\f,M)k^'~'^y'~'"'- (2-9) 
r=ivy 
Comparing the coefficients of y^ on both sides of (2.9) yields the 
identity 
n fn-r^ 
r^lK^-^J 
fr:ni^) = 
( „ A 
k + l-m /l:A:+l-mW' 
(Downton, 1966) 
; 
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2.2. Identities for Two Order statistics by Operator Methods: 
(Balasubramanian et al., 1992) 
The joint density function of X^.„ and X^.y^{\<r <s<n) is given by 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
X {1 -F{y)Y-' f{x)f{y\ -^<x<y<^ (2.10) 
Let A] and Ei be the difference and the shift operators with common 
difference 1 acting on ftinctions of w, and similarly A2 and E2 act on 
functions of z (where w and z are independent each being independent 
of both X and y). Then, we have the following operator equalities 
satisfied by joint distributions of two order statistics. 
Theorem 3. For n>3, 
n-\ n fr,\ 
= 1 I M/r,r+l:.(^,;^)Ar4 , (2.11) 
S i/,,,..„(x,>')£[-'£f'-' 
r=\ s=r+\ 
n-\ n f^\ 
= E E fr,s:s{^,yW^'2 , (2-12) 
r=\ s=r+\^ ^ 
and 
n-\ n 
-s-r-l T^n-s 
r-\ s~r+\ 
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n-\ n f y,\ 
r - l f,s-r-\ 
= E Z /l,r+l:.(^,>^)A'l A^"2 
Proof. Consider the identity 
"f i:(i+"r'(i+v)^-'-'(i+w)"-v.,.:„(x,7) 
r=\ s---r-v\ 
(2.13) 
n\ 
n-\ 
= y — {{l + u)F{x)} r-\ 
n-r-\ 
5=0 
n-r -\ [{\^v){F{y)-F{x)}Y 
y\{\^w){\-F{y)]f-'-'-' f{x)f{y) 
n-\, n-2 
= n{n-\)Y,\ {{^ + u)F{x)} 
r=OV ' J 
X [(1 + v)[F{y) - F{x)} + (1 + w)[\ - F{y)}f-'-^ f{x)f{y) 
= n{n - \){uF{x) + v{Fiy) - F{x)} + w{\ - F{y)} + i f "^ fix)fiy). (2.14) 
By setting v = 0 and expanding the term on the right hand side of (2.11) 
binomially, we get 
r-\ s---r+\ 
n-\ n f y^ 
r=\ s=r-\-\ 
" Z Z fr,s:si^^yV W r-\...s-r-\ 
W 
from which the identity in (2.11) follows immediately by taking w^Aj 
and w = A2.By setting w = Oand M = 0 in (2.14) and proceeding on 
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similar lines, Balasubramanin et al.{\992) obtained the identities (2.12) 
and (2.13) respectively. 
Example 4. Apply (2.11)-(2.13) to the function 
T{w, z) = \/(n -w-z-l). 
Then setting w = z = 0 leads to the identities 
n-\ n 1 n-\ n ^ 
r-\ s=r+\ r=l5=r+l 
n-\ n n-\ n •II n 1  — i n 1 
.. 1 „ .. , 1 « - .5 + 1 1 , 5(5 - 1) A7 ,   
r=\ s=r+\ 
and 
1 n-\ n 1 « - l n i 
- E E -/r,5:n(^'>^)=E E ~TTV\ /l,r+l:5(^'.y) respectively. 
These identities are due to Balakrishnan et al. (1992). 
Example 5. Apply (2.11)-(2.13) to the function 
T{w,z) = \/{N-w-z-l)^^K 
1 n-\ n 
Jr,s:n\-'^->y) 
"-1 " M ( i + j-3)(-'-2) 
r-\ s=r+\ y^J{N-i) {k+s-2) fr,r+l:s(^^yl 
1 n-\ n Y y - (k) jr,s:n\-^->y) 
"-' " M( / t + j-3)('-2> 
= 1 I 
r=\ s=r-\-\ V){N-\) 
{k+s-2) fr,s:s(x^yl 
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and 
I I ^ (k) Jr,s:n\^-'y) 
"-' " 'n\k + s-l,i'-^^ 
r=l 5=r+l UJ(7V-l)(^ + -^2) /^r+li^C^.J ')-
These three identities are generalizations of identities due to Balakrishnan 
et a/.( 1992) whose results correspond to the case k = 1 and N = n. 
Here is an equivalent form of Theorem 3 in terms of differentiation 
operator. 
Theorem 4. For n>3, 
r=\ s=r+\ 
"^ "^  " fn] 1 
^=1 .v=:r+1 V y r=l 5=r+l 
r -1 m^-^-l 
2 (2.15) 
I i /,,,:,(x,j;)(l + A/~kl + ^ 2) 
r=l s=r+\ 
s-r-\ 
n-l n i'y^\ 
^r-\ i^s-r~\ 
= 1 1 ^fr,s-A^,y)DrDp~\ (2.16) 
r-\ 5=^+1 v^y 
v5-r- l , 
r=\ s--r+\ 
n-\ n f^\ 
= S t ("]flr^vA^,y)D{-'D'^-'-', (2.17) 
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where Dj and D2 are differentiation operators acting on functions of w 
and z respectively. 
k I Example 6. Let the operator identity (2.15) act on T{w,z) = w z . Then 
Z E fr,s:ni^^y)Y. S 
r=\ s=r+\ i=0 7-OV ' J 
"'' /t«,(;)„*-.v-y 
I ; J 
= Z S f"]/...+l:.(^,>')i<^-'>/'^"'-'>H'*-"'^'-""'. (2.18) 
comparing the coefficients of both sides of (2.18) gives the 
identity 
n-l n r^-lYn-s^ I I 
r=\ s---r+\ y p J \ ^ J 
Jr,s:n\^^y) ~ n l^ p + ^  + 2 fp+\,p+2:p+q+2{^^y) 
(Downtown, 1966) 
In this chapter a unified method based on operators for establishing 
identities satisfied by order statistics is presented. Balasubramanian et al. 
(1992) have shown that many well-known identities for order statistics 
follow as special cases pf this method corresponding to different choices 
of operators and functions. They have also used this method to generate 
some new interesting identities satisfied by distributions of single as well 
as two order statistics. They made the following comments: 
(i) In order to understand the usefulness of the operator method a few 
choices for the function T that the operator acts on is made. One may be 
able to generate many more identities for order statistics by making 
different choices for the function T. 
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(ii) For the purpose of illustration only the operators A and D are used. 
Other choices {e.g. matrices) are possible which could lead to many new 
identities for order statistics. 
(iii) By writing the identities established in this chapter in terms of 
expectations of functions of order statistics and then by assuming specific 
distributions for the underlying population and making use of exact 
explicit expressions for these quantities, one can generate combinatorial 
identities. See, for example, Joshi & Balakrishnan (1981) and 
Balasubramanian & Beg (1990). 
(iv) The operator method presented in this chapter, unlike the direct 
combinatorial method, lends itself to proving identities involving joint 
distributions of three or more order statistics in a straightforward manner. 
3. Indicator Method for Recurrence Relation for Order Statistics for 
Non-identically Distributed Random Variables: 
Balasubramanian & Balakrishnan (1992) have obtained the recurrence 
relations for order statistics using indicator method. 
Let X\,X2,--.,Xy^ be n random variables having an arbitrary joint 
distribution, with X|.„,Z2:„,...X„.„as the order statistics obtained by 
arranging these «variables. Now let Fy.yi{xi) denote the distribution 
function of the order statistics X^.y^. Further, let F. _j(xi) denote the 
distribution function of the order statistics X^} , , where X^^} , 
denotes the rth order statistics \n n-\ variables obtained by dropping 
Xi from the original n variables. 
For - 00 < j j < 00, let us define the events Ai as 
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Aj = [Xj <xi], for i-1,2,...,n. For any event A, let x i^ be the indicator 
variable taking on the value 1 when A occurs and zero otherwise. 
By considering the special case when Xi's are independent and non-
identically distributed. Balakrishnan (1988) and Bapat & Beg (1988) 
derived some recurrence relations satisfied by distributions of order 
statistics. Sathe & Dixit (1990) proved these relations for general case 
when the Xj's are arbitrarily distributed by using set theoretic 
arguments. These results were used by Balakrishnan et al. (1992) to 
establish some general relations and identities satisfied by order statistics 
arising from n arbitrarily distribute variables. In this chapter indicator 
functions of sets are used to prove these recurrence relations for order 
statistics. This approach, in addition to being simpler, lends itself to easy 
generalizations for higher orders. 
3.1 Relations for single order statistics: 
Here the 'triangle rule' (Arnold & Meeden, 1975, Arnold, 1977) for order 
statistics from arbitrary variables is proved in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For \<r<n-\ and x\ e% 
n 
^^;+l:.(^l) + («-lF.:«(xi) = I ^ / i l (3.1) 
/=1 
Proof. Let us consider 
0 = EU{taA^+t2i^-lAJ} (3.2) 
7=1 ^ ^ 
= tfR2""'n„ (3.3) 
r=0 
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where n^ is the probabiHty of exactly r of the Aj,s happening. It may 
be noted that for r = 0,1,2...,n 
n^ =^r:«(^l)-^r+l:«(^lX (3.4) 
Or, equivalently, 
Fr:nM=t^j, (3.5) 
j=r 
with the convention that FQ-^I (XJ ) = 1 and F^+j.^ (^i) = 0 . 
From (3.3), we obtain 
a(D^a(D_^L,_i^„_, E \ ^r-\.n-r , / \.r .n-r-\ (T-T 
= Yj{tr~^{ir + \)^r^l{n-\)ll,} (3.6) 
^h ^h ,=0 
z 
Alterr].atively from (3.2) we directly find 
ao ^ " ( 1 
J" ' 
^h ^h i=x 7=1 
which upon using (3.3), yields 
^+f?=i:Sfrr-'n« (3.7) 
1 / i=\r=0 
where 
Upon comparing the coefficients of ?1 ?2 in (3.6) and (3.7), we find 
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which may be rewritten as 
{{R + \)UR^^-RUR} + nUR=j]U^I^. (3.8) 
The triangle rule in (3.1) follows from (3.8) by adding over R from r to 
n. 
The indicator function method used in this chapter for deriving the 
recurrence relations for order statistics from arbitrarily variables can be 
suitably adopted to extend many other known recurrence relations and 
identities for order statistics in the independently identically distributed 
case to arbitrary case. 
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